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A scientific meeting will be held at the Department of Cognitive, Perceptual & Brain Sciences,
University College London, 26 Bedford Way, WC1H 0AP between 4 - 6 January 2017.
The local organiser is Patti Adank.
Forty Fifth Bartlett Lecture
Thursday 5th January, 6:00pm
Faces, people and the brain
Professor Andy Young, University of York
Symposium to accompany the 45th Bartlett Lecture
Thursday 5th January, 1:30pm- 5:00pm
Issues in face and person recognition
Organiser: Professor Mike Burton, University of York
Symposium in tribute to Glyn Humphreys
Friday 6th January, 9:30am – 12:30pm
Attention from every angle: A tribute to Glyn Humphreys
Organisers: Professor Chris Olivers, Vrije University, Amsterdam and
Professor Dana Samson, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
Local organizer Symposium
Thursday 5th January, 9:00am- 12:00pm
Cognitive and neural mechanisms of action imitation
Organiser: Dr Patti Adank, University College London
Poster sessions and drinks reception
Due to the large number of posters, these will be displayed over 2 nights in conjunction with drinks
receptions:
- Wednesday evening at 6:00pm in Room 305, with drinks being served in the Common Room
308 and
- Thursday evening at 7:00pm in the same place.
Delegates may put up posters from 5 :00pm and should take them down by the end of the session.
Platform presentations
Sessions will be held in the Ground Floor and Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatres. Both theatres
have data projectors available for PowerPoint presentations. Presenters may provide their own
laptops and connector leads, or bring USB keys for the on-site computers. Any queries about
facilities in the theatres should be sent to the local organiser, Patti Adank (p.adank@ucl.ac.uk).
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Conference Dinner
The conference dinner will be held on Thursday 5th January at 8:15pm in Pescatori, which is just
a 10-15 minute walk from the meeting rooms. The restaurant address is 57 Charlotte Street,
London, W1T 4PD.
This year in London, the menu, dinner bookings and payment will be exclusively online. Payments
must be made electronically using a credit or debit card (Paypal is not currently supported). Please
complete all required information to ensure your place and menu choices at the dinner. Once booked,
the system will generate an automatic receipt to your email address.
The standard dinner cost for EPS members is £32.00 this year. Please note that postgraduates can
book at a reduced fee of £16.00, but must provide evidence of their postgraduate status by emailing a
letter from their supervisor (or a direct email from the supervisor) to the London organiser Patti
Adank.
Please book your place here before 16 December: http://tinyurl.com/epslondonjan17
The portal will close after this date and we cannot accommodate late admissions this year. No cash
payments are possible.
PLEASE DO NOT SEND CHEQUES AS THESE CANNOT BE PROCESSED AND NO PLACE
AT THE DINNER CAN BE SECURED.



Places are limited and will be reserved on a first come/first served basis.
Please indicate if you have any dietary requirements in the text box on the form and the restaurant
will be informed.

Contact Patti Adank (p.adank@ucl.ac.uk) with any questions or suggestions, but email UCL online
store if anything is unclear about the booking process (uclonlinestore@ucl.ac.uk).
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Wednesday 4 January, pm

START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS
Session A
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
1:30

Carys Evans*, Michael Banissy* and Rebecca A Charlton (Goldsmiths University of
London)
Transcranial Random Noise Stimulation (tRNS) affects mood differently depending on
age and trait mood

2:00

Emma Portch*, Karen Lander, Charlie Frowd* and Timothy Cootes* (University
of Manchester and University of Central Lancashire)
Animating famous face composites and the recognition of identity

2:30

Rob Jenkins and Eilidh Noyes* (University of York)
Deliberate disguise in face identification

3:00

Tea

3:30

Joan Liu-Shuang*, Charles C-F Or* and Bruno Rossion (University of Louvain,
Belgium)
Spatiotemporal dynamics of viewpoint-sensitive and viewpoint-invariant face identity
perception

4:00

Milena Dzhelyova*, Qiuling Luo* and Bruno Rossion (University of Louvain,
Belgium)
Perceptual and neural similarities of the six basic emotions

4:30

Tjeerd Jellema*, Hollie Burnett*, Sylwia Macinska* and Letizia Palumbo
(University of Hull, University of Edinburgh and Liverpool Hope University)
The role of emotional anticipation in perceptual face biases in typical development and
autism

5:00

Aureliu Lavric, Heike Elchlepp* and Stephen Monsell (University of Exeter)
The ERP signature of facial expression recognition is not influenced by endogenous
task-set control

6:00

POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION
Posters displayed in Room 305, with drinks served in the Room 308 (Common Room)
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Wednesday 4 January, pm
START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS
Session B
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
1:30

Robert H Logie and Andria Shimi* (University of Edinburgh and University of
Oxford)
Feature binding in short-term memory and long-term learning

2:00

Rosalind Potts* and David R Shanks (University College London)
Does generating errors benefit memory by enhancing attention to feedback?

2:30

Rebecca L Jackson*, Lauren L Cloutman* and Matthew A Lambon Ralph
(University of Manchester)
Investigating the function of resting-state networks using a systematic ICA approach

3:00

Tea

3:30

Grace E Rice*, Helen L Caswell*, Perry Moore*, Paul Hoffman* and Matthew A
Lambon Ralph (University of Manchester, Salford Royal Hospital, Salford, The
Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool and University of Edinburgh)
Semantic memory performance following left vs. right anterior temporal lobe resection

4:00

Franziska R Richter*, Rose A Cooper*, Paul M Bays and Jon S Simons (University
of Cambridge)
Distinct neural mechanisms underlie the success, precision, and vividness of episodic
memory

4:30

Lucy G Cheke, Heidi M Bonnici*, Nicola S Clayton & Jon S Simons (University of
Cambridge)
Neurocognitive investigation of episodic memory impairment in obesity

5:00

Catherine L Sebastian*, Jean Stafford*, Eamon J McCrory*, Arjun Sethi*,
Stephane A De Brito*, Patricia L Lockwood* and Essi Viding* (Royal Holloway
University of London, University College London, University of Birmingham and
University of Oxford) (Sponsor: Manos Tsakiris)
Modulation of amygdala response to task-irrelevant emotion in typical adults and in
threat-reactive adolescents with conduct problems

6:00

POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION
Posters displayed in Room 305, with drinks served in the Room 308 (Common Room)
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Thursday 5 January, am

Session A
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9:00

Marie Juanchich, Lukasz Walasek* and Miroslav Sirota (University of Warwick
and University of Essex)
Effect of social exclusion on judgment and decision-making

9:30

Stefanie Habermann*, Silke Goebel, Chris Donlan and Charles Hulme (University
College London and University of York)
The importance of pre-school transcoding skills in the development of arithmetic

10:00

Miroslav Sirota, Lenka Kostovičová* and Marie Juanchich (University of Essex and
Slovak Academy of Sciences)
Numeracy as ability and disposition: Experimental evidence

10:30

Coffee

11:00

Peter Morris and Catherine Fritz (Lancaster University and University of
Northampton)
Statistics and variability reported and not reported in The Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology and the journals of the Psychonomic Society

11:30

Catherine Fritz and Peter Morris (University of Northampton and Lancaster
University)
Effect sizes and confidence interval reporting and use in the Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology and other experimental psychology journals

12:00

Mary Zhang* and Mark Haggard (University of Cambridge)
Advantages of the modelling approach to data analysis – even for medium-sized
experimental datasets

12:30

Lunch
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Thursday 5 January, am

Session B
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
Symposium: Cognitive and neural mechanisms of action imitation
Organiser: Dr Patti Adank
9:00

Antonia Hamilton (University College London)
Imitating and being imitated: neural and cognitive mechanisms

9:30

Harold Bekkering (Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands)
Studying the mechanisms of action observation as a window into imitation

10:00

Ellen Poliakoff (University of Manchester)
Imitation in Parkinson’s disease: From motor resonance to motor imagery

10:30

Coffee

11:00

Daniel Carey, Marc E Miquel, M Ruthven, Bronwen G Evans, Patti Adank and
Carolyn McGettigan (Royal Holloway University of London, Queen Mary University
of London, Barts Health, London and University College London) (Speaker: Carolyn
McGettigan)
Functional, acoustic and articulatory outcomes of speech training: a multimodal
investigation of vowel imitation

11:30

Alessandro D’Ausilio (Italian Institute of Technology, Ferrara, Italy)
Investigating the sensorimotor basis of natural speech interaction

12:00

Chiara Gambi (University of Edinburgh)
Imagining others’ speech: Speech imagery and production share a common covert
simulation mechanism

12:30

Lunch
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Thursday 5 January, pm

Session A
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
1:30

Andy J Wills, Garrett O'Connell*, Charlotte Edmunds* and Angus Inkster*
(Plymouth University)
Progress in modelling through distributed collaboration: Concepts, tools, and examples

2:00

Helen J Cassaday, Hayley J Marshall* and Marie A Pezze* (University of
Nottingham)
Activity focus in ageing male rats

2:30

Tara Zaksaite* and Peter M Jones (Plymouth University)
Uncertainty of the blocked cue and the redundancy effect in humans

3:00

Tea

3:30

Sophie O’Kane*, Emma Gowen, Peter Kyberd* and Ellen Poliakoff (University of
Manchester and University of Greenwich)
Do prosthetic hands elicit an uncanny feeling?

4:00

Chris McManus, Giulia Buckens*, Naomi Harris*, Alexandra Flint*, Abigail Ng*
and Fenia Vovou* (University College London)
Faking handedness: How well opposite handedness can be faked, its relation to social
cognitions, and a forensic application

4:30

Phot Dhammapeera*, Xiaoqing Hu* and Zara Bergström (University of Kent and
University of Texas, Austin, USA)
Imagining a false alibi impairs concealed memory detection with the autobiographical
Implicit Association Test

5:00

Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre - Annual General Meeting

6:00

Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre - 45th Bartlett Lecture
Professor Andy Young (University of York)
Faces, people and the brain

7:00

Posters and drinks reception
Posters displayed in Room 305, with drinks served in the Room 308 (Common Room)

8:15

Conference dinner at Pescatori
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Thursday 5 January, pm

Session B
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
Symposium: Person perception
Organiser: Professor Mike Burton
1:30

Alexander Todorov (Princeton University)
Mapping the social space of the face

2:00

Vicki Bruce (Newcastle University)
“Those were the days, my friend ...oops, sorry, I thought you were someone
else….”

2:30

Bruno Rossion (University of Louvain, Belgium)
Thirty years of the composite face effect: a tribute to (one of) Andy Young’s
outstanding contributions to face perception research

3:00

Tea

3:30

Alice O’Toole (University of Texas at Dallas)
Understanding the information in human bodies

4:00

Sophie Scott (University College London)
What’s in a voice?

4:30

Stefan R Schweinberger (Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany)
Person perception from voice and face – basic processes and individual
differences

End of symposium
5:00

Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre – Annual General Meeting

6:00

Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre - 45th Bartlett Lecture
Professor Andy Young (University of York)
Faces, people and the brain

7:00

Posters and drinks reception
Posters displayed in Room 305, with drinks served in the Room 308 (Common
Room)

8:15

Conference dinner at Pescatori
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Friday 6 January, am

Session A
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9:00

Victoria E A Brunsdon*, Elisabeth E F Bradford* and Heather Ferguson
(University of Kent)
Age-related differences in visual perspective-taking

9:30

Antje Nuthmann* and Christopher N L Clark) (University of Edinburgh)
(Sponsor: Kevin B Paterson)
Eye movements and the perceptual span in real-world scene search and sentence
reading in young and older adults

10:00

Patrick Rabbitt, Mary Lunn*, Stephen Aichele* and Paolo Ghisletta*
(University of Oxford and University of Geneva, Switzerland)
Slowing predicts mortality, and rates and amounts of cognitive decline, but is a
marker for global, not local brain changes

10:30

Coffee

11:00

Antje S Meyer, Caitlin Decuyper* and Cas Coopmans* (Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen)
Distribution of attention in question-answer sequences: Evidence for limited
parallel processing

11:30

Chuanli Zang*, Manman Zhang*, Xuejun Bai*, Guoli Yan*, Bernhard
Angele and Simon P Liversedge (Tianjin Normal University, P.R. China,
Bournemouth University and University of Southampton)
The skipping of the structural particle de (的) and other high frequency words in
Chinese reading

12:00

Joanne Ingram* and Christopher Hand* (University of the West of Scotland
and Glasgow Caledonian University) (Sponsor: Fiona Kyle)
Words from the wizarding world: Processing fictional and non-fictional words in
supportive and non-supportive contexts

12:30

Lunch
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Friday 6 January, am

Session B
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre
9:00

Chloe Marshall and Vikki Janke* (University College London and University
of Kent)
Using the hands to represent objects: Gesture as a substrate for signed language
acquisition

Symposium: Attention from every angle: A tribute to Glyn Humphreys
Organisers: Professor Chris Olivers and Professor Dana Samson
9:30

Derrick Watson, Elisabeth Blagrove* and Melina A Kunar (University of
Warwick)
What’s new after 20 years of visual marking? Time-based visual selection in
complex scenes and with socially relevant stimuli

10:00

David Soto (Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and Language, San Sebastian
and Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation of Science, Bilbao, Spain)
How the human brain replays prior episodes of attentional control

10:30

Coffee

11:00

Karina Linnell (Goldsmith University of London),
Attentional insights from a remote people: New perspectives on an old
theoretical debate and on normal function

11:30

Carmel Mevorach, Ahmad Abu-Akel*, Ian Apperly, Mayra Muller
Spaniol* and Joy Geng* (University of Birmingham, University of Lausanne,
Switzerland and University of California Davis, California, USA)
Autistic tendencies and psychosis proneness contrastively mediate preparatory
and reactive attention control

12:00

Rebecca Lawson (University of Liverpool)
Social attention – just look at me!

End of symposium
12:30

Lunch
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Friday 6 January, pm

Session A
Ground Floor lecture room
1:30

Patrick Haggard, Steve di Costa*, Brianna Beck* and Heloise Thero*
(University College London and Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris)
The psychology of action experience: intentionality, instrumentality and valence

2:00

Elizabeth S Collier* and Rebecca Lawson (University of Liverpool)
Thinking but not perceiving: apparent grasping capacity does not directly
influence perceived object size

2:30

Monica S Castelhano* and Richelle L Witherspoon* (Queen's University,
Canada) (Sponsor: Simon Liversedge)
How you use it matters: Object placement in scenes governed by function

3:00

Tea

3:30

David D Coggan*, David M Watson*, Daniel H Baker, Tom Hartley* and
Timothy J Andrews (University of York)
A data-driven analysis reveals the importance of visual properties in the
emergence of higher-level representations in the ventral visual pathway

4:00

Daniel Poole*, Emma Gowen, Paul A Warren* and Ellen Poliakoff
(University of Manchester)
Selective attention in autism spectrum condition: No crossmodal advantage for
the suppression of visual distracters

4:30

Sarah Taylor* and Chris Kent (University of Bristol)
Multiple cue and multiple target effects on visual attention allocation

End of meeting
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Friday 6 January, pm

Session B
Lower Ground Floor lecture room
1:30

Justyna Sobczak* and Gareth Gaskell (University of York)
Mechanisms underlying consolidation of new words: implicit versus explicit
learning

2:00

Greg Maciejewski* and Ekaterini Klepousniotou (University of Leeds)
Meaning frequency and its effects on word comprehension

2:30

Anastasia Ulicheva* and Max Coltheart (Royal Holloway University of
London, University of Hong Kong and Macquarie University, Australia)
Does body-rime consistency influence reading aloud?

3:00

Tea

3:30

Lucy J MacGregor*, Jennifer M Rodd, Olaf Hauk* and Matthew H Davis
(MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge and University College
London)
The neuromagnetic time-course of semantic ambiguity resolution in speech
comprehension

4:00

Hun S Choi*, Billi Randall, Barry J Devereux and Lorraine K Tyler
(University of Cambridge)
Neuro-computational modelling of lexico-syntactic representation and
integration during speech comprehension

4:30

Barry Devereux, Billi Randall, William Marslen-Wilson and Lorraine K
Tyler (University of Cambridge)
Effects of lexico-syntactic information on long-distance syntactic structure
building during spoken language comprehension

End of meeting
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Poster Index Wednesday 4 January

1.

Anna K Bobak*, Viktoria R Mileva* and Peter J B Hancock (University of Stirling)
Stirling Face Recognition Scale (SFRS): A self-report tool for assessing individual
differences in face recognition

2.

Matthew Plummer*, Stuart Gibson*, Yan Wang* and Zara Bergström (University
of Kent)
Retrieval induced updating of unfamiliar face memories

3.

Jet G Sanders*, Yoshiyuki Ueda*, Sakiko Yoshikawa* and Rob Jenkins (University
of York and Kyoto University, Japan)
Other-race effect in hyper-realistic mask detection: a new challenge for facial
identification

4.

David P Morgan*, Stacy Wetmore*, Laura Mickes* and David Shanks (Royal
Holloway University of London, Butler University, Indianapolis and University College
London)
Examining the impact of age on eyewitness memory

5.

Alicia Forsberg*, Wendy Johnson* and Robert Logie (University of Edinburgh)
Verbal labels in working memory? Memory for colours and shapes in healthy cognitive
ageing

6.

Satoru Nishiyama* and Satoru Saito (Kyoto University, Japan)
Aftereffects of retrieval stopping: Evidence from a dot-probe task

7.

Marike O’Donnell*, Chris Jarrold, Rebecca Saw* and Félice van ‘t Wout*
(University of Bristol)
Does working memory capacity contribute to age differences in task switching
performance?

8.

Yuki Tanida*, Yu Koshima* and Masahiko Okamoto (Osaka University, Japan and
Osaka Prefecture University, Japan) (Sponsor: Satoru Saito)
The magnitude similarity effect on immediate serial recall of fractions

9.

Jason Hamilton* and Scott N Cole (York St. John University)
Imagining possible selves across time: Characteristics of self-images and episodic
thoughts

10.

Charlotte Edmunds* and Andy Wills (Plymouth University)
Modeling category learning using a dual-system approach: A simulation of Shepard,
Hovland and Jenkins (1961) by COVIS

11.

Eleanor Cole*, Katie E Slocombe* and Nick E Barraclough (University of York)
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Poster Index Wednesday 4 January

Explicit mentalizing deficits in adults with higher levels of autistic traits in clinical and
non-clinical populations
12.

Mark R Gardner, Aiste P Bileviciute* and Caroline J Edmonds* (University of
Westminster and University of East London)
Implicit mentalising in the Samson avatar task revealed by dissociation with attention
orienting

13.

Charlotte Gove*, Hassan Mansour* and Rebecca A Charlton (Goldsmiths
University of London)
Autism traits and well-being in adults receiving a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorder

14.

Deborah Luxon*, Charlotte Gove*, Hassan Mansour* and Rebecca A Charlton
(Goldsmiths University of London)
Well-being and sleep in Autism Spectrum Disorders across the lifespan

15.

Gavin R Stewart* and Rebecca A Charlton (Goldsmiths University of London)
Ageing with autism traits: Examining ageing in the Broad Autism Phenotype
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Poster Index Thursday 5 January

1.

Rebecca A Gilbert*, Hannah N Betts*, Rachel Jose* and Jennifer M Rodd
(University College London)
New UK-based dominance norms for ambiguous words

2.

Greg Maciejewski* and Ekaterini Klepousniotou (University of Leeds)
Between- and within-dialects variation in experience with the meanings of ambiguous
words

3.

Sujatha Krishnan-Barman* and Antonia Hamilton (University College London)
The effect of social context on overimitation of actions

4.

Sha Li*, Jingxin Wang*, Lin Li* and Kevin B Paterson (Tianjin Normal University,
China and University of Leicester)
Adult age differences in eye-guidance during Chinese reading

5.

Ruth Filik, Hannah Howman*, Christina Ralph-Nearman* and Rachel Giora*
(University of Nottingham and Tel Aviv University, Israel)
The role of defaultness and personality factors in sarcasm interpretation: Evidence from
eye-tracking during reading

6.

Madeleine Payne*, Joanna Hale* and Antonia Hamilton (University College
London)
Social modulation of syntactic alignment: An investigation using avatars

7.

Hassan Mansour* and Gustav Kuhn (Goldsmiths University of London)
You talking to me? The influence of social anxiety, activity, and framing onto gaze
aversion during a skype interaction

8.

Lisa J Stephenson*, S Gareth Edwards*, Emma E Howard* and Andrew P Bayliss
(University of East Anglia)
The eyes that bind us: Interpersonal sense of agency during joint attention

9.

Nicole Ruta*, Alistair Burleigh* and Robert Pepperell* (Cardiff Metropolitan
University) (Sponsor: Marco Bertamini)
Smaller hands, bigger head: a perceptual trend in artistic portraits

10.

Dawn Liu* and Marie Juanchich (University of Essex)
Calorie labels may encourage more exercise-related thoughts and greater intention to
exercise than activity labels

11.

Angus Inkster*, Chris Mitchell* and Andy Wills (University of Plymouth) The effect
of context shift on the inverse base rate effect

12.

Angie Makri* and Christopher Jarrold (University of Bristol)
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Poster Index Thursday 5 January

Investigating the enactment effect for actions versus objects: A developmental study
13.

Constanze Muhl*, Orla Sheil*, Lina Jarutyte* and Patricia EG Bestelmeyer*
(Bangor University and University of Bristol) (Sponsor: David Carey)
The Bangor Voice Matching Test: A standardised test to assess voice perception ability

14.

Letizia Palumbo, Neil Harrison* and Marco Bertamini (Liverpool Hope University
and University of Liverpool)
Approach response for smooth curvature: an ERP study

15.

Andrea Piovesan*, Laura Mirams, Helen Poole*, David Moore* and Ruth Ogden
(Liverpool John Moores University)
Judging the duration of painful and non-painful stimuli
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Transcranial Random Noise Stimulation (tRNS) affects mood differently depending on
age and trait mood
Carys Evans, Michael Banissy and Rebecca A Charlton
Goldsmiths University of London
c.evans@gold.ac.uk
Transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) can improve mood in euthymic and
depressed young adults when applied to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).
Changes in brain microstructures associated with ageing and the presence of
cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF) may reduce the efficacy of tES. Using highfrequency transcranial random noise stimulation (tRNS) to increase the excitability of
bilateral DLPFC, the effect on mood was assessed in euthymic young adults (YA;
N=28, age 26.68 ± 5) and older adults with (OVR; N=30, age 66.90 ± 7) and without
(HOA; N=28, age 67.43 ± 7) CVRF. Over two sessions, participants received active or
sham tRNS. Self-report ratings of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)
and Warwick Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWB) measured state mood
before and after stimulation. The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) also measured trait
mood of each participant. In YA, more positive trait mood was associated with greater
positive mood change after tRNS. In HOA, more negative trait mood was associated
with more positive mood change after tRNS. OVR showed a similar but reduced pattern
of mood change to HOA. Therefore age and trait mood may be important factors when
examining the efficacy of tES as an alternative treatment for depression.
Animating famous face composites and the recognition of identity
Emma Portch1, Karen Lander1, Charlie Frowd2 and Timothy Cootes1
1
University of Manchester
2
University of Central Lancashire
emma.portch@manchester.ac.uk
In a criminal investigation witnesses and victims are sometimes required to
construct a facial composite of the perpetrator. Low composite recognition rates are
typically reported in laboratory experiments (~20%, e.g. Frowd et al., 2005), which may
be attributed to a number of factors. However, recent work suggests that composite
recognition may be enhanced when stimuli are presented as an animated sequence; here
stimuli are progressively spatially caricatured and then anti-caricatured (Frowd et al.,
2007). In Experiment 1, famous face composites were shown static or were ‘animated’
in various ways; using that celebrity’s own motion parameters; an exaggerated version
of those parameters; the movement parameters of another celebrity; or as a spatially
caricatured sequence. Results suggest that any movement offers some recognition
advantage and that composites are best recognised when they are animated using the
appropriate celebrity’s idiosyncratic movement parameters. Our findings have practical
implications for the way in which facial composites are presented to the public and also
19
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contribute towards our theoretical understanding of how we both store and process
dynamic facial information.
Deliberate disguise in face identification
Rob Jenkins and Eilidh Noyes
University of York
rob.jenkins@york.ac.uk
Psychological research has established that facial image comparison is difficult
for unfamiliar faces and easy for familiar faces. Those conclusions are robust, but they
are based on situations in which the people being identified cooperate with the effort to
identify them. The criminal situation is very different. Rather than cooperating, people
may be motivated to frustrate identification efforts by manipulating their appearance. In
this talk, I will distinguish between two forms of disguise - evasion (trying not to look
like oneself) and impersonation (trying to look like a specific other person). I will report
accuracy rates for these different categories of disguise and for different categories of
observer.
Spatiotemporal dynamics of viewpoint-sensitive and viewpoint-invariant face identity
perception
Joan Liu-Shuang, Charles C-F Or and Bruno Rossion
University of Louvain, Belgium
liu.joan.s@gmail.com
The consistent perception of face identity across variations in viewpoint is a
critical function for humans yet remains poorly understood. Using fast periodic visual
stimulation1,2 in electroencephalography (EEG) and an orthogonal task, we investigated
the tuning function of face identity perception in 20 observers across 7 ranges of
viewpoint variations: 0° (no change), ±15°, ±30°, ±45°, ±60°, ±90°.
Stimulation
sequences (60s each) consisted of a same face identity shown at F = 6 Hz (6 faces/s)
interleaved with different face identities every 7th face (F/7 = 0.86 Hz). All faces
randomly varied in viewpoint within a specified range. Periodic EEG responses at 6 Hz
captured general visual responses to faces while those at 0.86 Hz and harmonics
reflected face identity discrimination. All observers showed significant face-related
responses at 6 Hz and face identity discrimination responses at 0.86 Hz. Importantly,
face identity discrimination responses, decreased linearly over occipito-temporal regions
with increasing viewpoint variation (≈50% decrease between 0° - ±90° variation). Timedomain analysis further revealed a dissociation between an early view-sensitive
response (~200–300 ms) and a later view-invariant response (~300–600 ms). These
findings suggest two processes modulating the effect of viewpoint changes on face
identity perception.
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Norcia, A.M., Appelbaum, L.G., Ales, J.M., Cottereau, B., Rossion, B. (2015). The
steady-state visual evoked potential in vision research: a review. Journal of Vision,
15(6):4, 1-46.
Liu-Shuang, J., Norcia, A.M., Rossion, B. (2014). An objective index of individual face
discrimination in the right occipito-temporal cortex by means of fast periodic
visual stimulation. Neuropsychologia, 52, 57-72.
Perceptual and neural similarities of the six basic emotions
Milena Dzhelyova, Qiuling Luo and Bruno Rossion
University of Louvain, Belgium
milena.dzhelyova@uclouvain.be
Despite the importance of accurate discrimination of different facial expressions,
some facial expressions are often misidentified. Fear is frequently confused with
surprise, sadness or disgust. This could be due to increased perceptual similarity among
those negative expressions. Here, we investigated if the perceptual similarities among
the six basic emotions are linked to a direct measure of the neural discrimination
response among them. To objectively quantify the brain response obtained to each of the
basic emotions when contrasted with the remaining five emotions, we applied fast
periodic visual stimulation (FPVS) in electroencephalography (EEG). A given facial
expression was presented at a periodic rate (12 Hz), while one of the other five basic
emotions was presented every 9 stimuli as oddball (12/9 = 1.33 Hz). Robust
discrimination responses exactly at 1.33 Hz (and its harmonics) were observed over
occipito-temporal cortices within a few minutes of stimulation. The magnitude of this
discrimination response was correlated with the perceptual similarities of the basic
emotions as measured by several behavioral tasks. The present research indicates that
differentiation of facial expression is modulated by emotion type and can be captured
reliably and implicitly using FPVS-EEG, offering a window for understanding facial
emotion discrimination rapidly and objectively.
The role of emotional anticipation in perceptual face biases in typical development and
autism
Tjeerd Jellema1, Hollie Burnett2, Sylwia Macinska1 and Letizia Palumbo3
1
University of Hull
2
University of Edinburgh
3
Liverpool Hope University
t.jellema@hull.ac.uk
The role of bottom-up and top-down processes in generating perceptual biases of
dynamic facial expressions was examined in indivisuals with typical development (TD)
and High-functioning Autism (HFA). Specifically, we disentangled (1) perceptual
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contrast
effect,
representational
momentum,
extrapolation
of
pattern
continuation/repetition from (2) ’emotional anticipation’: the involuntary anticipation of
changes in the other’s affective state, based on the preceding sequence.
Offsets of facial expressions morphing from 100% happy (or 100% anger) into
(nearly) neutral were presented (Experiment 1). Both TD and HFA participants judged
the final expression of the joy-videos as slightly angry and the final expression of the
anger-videos as slightly happy (‘overshoot’ bias). A change of identity in the last frame
of the video-clips removed the overshoot in the TD group, but not in the HFA group
(Experiment 2). In contrast, neutral-to-joy-to-neutral and neutral-to-anger-to-neutral
clips reduced distortions only in HFA participants (Experiment 3), whereas joy-toneutral-to-anger-to-neutral and anger-to-neutral-to-joy-to-neutral sequences removed
biases in both TD and HFA groups (Experiment 4). In conclusion, TD individuals
engaged in emotional anticipation (an automatic mindreading mechanism), which led to
bias the other person’s facial expressions. On the other hand, HFA individuals, lacking
spontaneous “mentalizing” of someone else’s affect, relied on the contrast of facial
features.
The ERP signature of facial expression recognition is not influenced by endogenous
task-set control
Aureliu Lavric, Heike Elchlepp, and Stephen Monsell
University of Exeter
a.lavric@exeter.ac.uk
Although task switch costs are often attributed to slowing of response selection
by competition from the S-R mappings of the irrelevant task-set, recent evidence
demonstrates switch-related delays at an earlier locus. When switching tasks requires
shifting the attentional bias among perceptual attributes (e.g., locations, perceptual
dimensions), a task switch results in a delayed/prolonged/incomplete change in
attentional bias; we recently documented temporal delays in several brain potential
markers of perceptual encoding of the task-relevant dimension on task-switch trials,
compared to trials when the task (and the relevant perceptual dimension) was the same
as on the preceding trial.
Here we report what seems to be a special case – where a task change has no
such effect on shifting attention. Participants saw a compound stimulus– a letter
superimposed on a face with a neutral or negative emotional expression – and were
auditorily cued to decide vowel/consonant, or emotional/neutral. ERPs exhibited a
robust Emotional Expression Effect (emotional-neutral difference) – which was no
smaller or later on switches to the face task, than on its repetition, and in fact did not
depend on the task performed at all. We conclude that a fixated facial emotional
expression is encoded involuntarily, whatever the endogenous task (and attentional) set.
Feature binding in short-term memory and long-term learning
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Robert H Logie1 and Andria Shimi2
1
University of Edinburgh
2
University of Oxford
rlogie@staffmail.ed.ac.uk
In everyday experience we encounter visual feature combinations, some of
which are learned to support object recognition, and some of which are arbitrary and
rapidly changing so need be retained only briefly to monitor and complete ongoing
tasks. However, the boundary conditions between temporary retention and learning of
feature bindings are unclear. We report two experiments that extend previous findings
(Logie, Brockmole & Vandenbroucke, 2009) demonstrating that 60 repetitions of the
same feature bindings resulted in no learning for change detection, but did show
learning when a location cue prompted verbal recall. In the new experiments,
participants were presented with the same array of colour-shape-location combinations
for 120 trials. Change detection performance improved, but only by 10% and it never
reached ceiling. Substantial learning was found when participants reconstructed feature
combinations by selecting individual features from separate sets of colours, shapes and
locations presented in the arrays. We conclude that change detection involves a visual
cache memory that retains feature bindings only for the duration of a trial, with little or
no residual trace to support learning. Learning only occurs when participants have to
name or reconstruct the repeated stimulus arrays.
Logie, R.H., Brockmole, J.R. & Vandenbroucke, A. (2009). Bound feature combinations
in visual short-term memory are fragile but influence long-term learning. Visual
Cognition, 17, 160-179.
Does generating errors benefit memory by enhancing attention to feedback?
Rosalind Potts and David R Shanks
University College London
rosalind.potts@ucl.ac.uk
Guessing translations of foreign words (hodei?), before viewing corrective
feedback (hodei-cloud), leads to better subsequent memory for correct translations than
studying intact pairs (hodei-cloud), even when guesses are always incorrect (Potts &
Shanks, 2014), but the mechanism underlying this effect is unknown. We explored
whether generating errors benefits memory by activating cues which can be used as
mediators to the target at a later test or by arousing curiosity, leading to increased
attention to corrective feedback. In four experiments we found support for the second
hypothesis. In Experiment 1, generating possible translations after seeing correct
answers did not produce better memory than studying without generating, suggesting
that an element of surprise or anticipation is necessary for generating to benefit memory.
Experiment 2 found enhanced recognition memory for targets following generating,
suggesting increased attention to targets following a guess. In Experiments 3 and 4,
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participants rated their curiosity to learn correct answers higher when ratings were given
after generating than before, suggesting the act of generation increased curiosity to learn
the answers. Generating responses during the learning of novel vocabulary items, even
when errorful, enhances subsequent memory through increased attention to corrective
feedback.
Potts, R., & Shanks, D. R. (2014). The benefit of generating errors during learning.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. 143(2), 644-667.
Investigating the function of resting-state networks using a systematic ICA approach
Rebecca L Jackson, Lauren L Cloutman and Matthew A Lambon Ralph
University of Manchester
rebecca.jackson@manchester.ac.uk
Resting-state networks (RSNs; groups of brain regions consistently co-activated
without an explicit task) are hugely influential in modern psychological research.
Despite this popularity, the link between RSNs and function remains elusive, limiting
the impact on cognitive neuroscience (where the goal is to link cognition to neural
systems). Here we present the first approach capable of formally associating coherent
RSNs with a cognitive domain. This ICA-based approach is applied to a challenging and
significant test-case; extracting a recently-proposed semantic RSN and assessing its
relation with the default mode network (DMN) and determining their roles in semantic
cognition. The DMN and semantic network are shown to be two distinct coherent RSNs
using a 71 participant resting-state dataset. An independent ICA of semantic task data
was used to assess the cognitive signature of these spatiotemporally coherent networks
whilst accounting for the effects of overlapping networks. This allowed us to show that
the two RSNs have distinct cognitive signatures; the proposed semantic network, but not
the DMN, is involved in semantic cognition. Adopting this systematic approach in other
domains will allow precise identification and functional assessment of RSNs and help
elucidate the role of the DMN further.
Semantic memory performance following left vs. right anterior temporal lobe resection
Grace E Rice1, Helen L Caswell2, Perry Moore3, Paul Hoffman4 and
Matthew A Lambon Ralph1
1
University of Manchester
2
Salford Royal Hospital, Salford
3
The Walton Centre NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool
4
University of Edinburgh
grace.rice@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
Convergent evidence implicates the anterior temporal lobes (ATLs) bilaterally as
a critical neural substrate for the representation of semantic knowledge. Research
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interest has shifted to the contributions of the left vs. right ATLs in semantic cognition
and the presence /degree of hemispheric specialisation is debated. Patients who have
undergone unilateral ATL resection offer a unique manner through which to explore left
vs. right ATL function. Despite this, a systematic comparison of left vs. right ATL
resection is lacking, therefore this study tested 40 temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients
to examine the effect of unilateral ATL resection on semantic processing. The principal
finding was a mild semantic impairment after left or right ATL resection. Graded
differences in performance between the left and right TLE groups were secondary to the
overall semantic impairment. Left TLE patients showed weaker performance on tasks
that required naming or accessing information from a written word. Right TLE patients
were relatively more impaired in recognising famous faces as familiar, although this was
observed less consistently. These results support a bilateral view of ATL function in
semantics, whereby both ATLs are important for normal semantic function; however
gradations within this system are possible due to differential connectivity.
Distinct neural mechanisms underlie the success, precision, and vividness of episodic
memory
Franziska R Richter, Rose A Cooper, Paul M Bays and Jon S Simons
University of Cambridge
frr28@cam.ac.uk
Here we contrasted measures of retrieval precision, vividness, and accuracy, both
behaviourally and neurally. Participants encoded objects that varied parametrically on
three features: colour, orientation, and location. Subsequently, participants’ objectfeature memory was tested by having them recreate studied objects’ appearance using a
continuous dial, and subjectively rate the vividness of each memory. We assessed how
‘precisely’ accurate memories were retrieved by measuring the degree to which
responses clustered around the correct feature-value. Accuracy, precision, and vividness
were dissociable behaviourally and neurally: accurate retrieval was associated with
activity in hippocampus, activity in angular gyrus scaled with retrieval precision, and
activity in precuneus tracked vividness. Thus, dissociable aspects of the retrieval process
were associated with distinct neural signatures.
Neurocognitive Investigation of Episodic Memory Impairment in Obesity
Lucy G Cheke, Heidi M Bonnici, Nicola S Clayton & Jon S Simons
University of Cambridge
lucy.cheke@gmail.com
Obesity has become an international health crisis. There is accumulating
evidence that excess bodyweight may be associated with brain abnormalities and
cognitive deficits. In particular, research suggests that obesity is associated with
hippocampal and frontal dysfunction, suggesting an impact on episodic memory
function. Here we present two experiments. In the first, young, otherwise healthy
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overweight individuals were found to be impaired relative to matched controls on a
‘what-where-when’ episodic memory task that required recollection of integrated
temporal-spatial event details. Performance of the overweight participants was reduced
across all levels of difficulty, precluding an explanation in terms of cognitive load. In a
follow-up fMRI study, obese and lean participants completed the same ‘what-wherewhen’ task in the scanner. Key areas of the core recollection network in the brain,
including the hippocampus, angular gyrus and prefrontal cortex, showed significantly
reduced activity during performance of the ‘what-where-when’ memory test in obese
participants relative to lean matched controls. Analysis of blood samples revealed that
variance in brain activity in these memory areas was significantly predicted by fasting
plasma insulin levels, but not by triglycerides or leptin.
Modulation of amygdala response to task-irrelevant emotion in typical adults and in
threat-reactive adolescents with conduct problems
Catherine L Sebastian1, Jean Stafford2, Eamon . McCrory2, Arjun Sethi2,
Stephane . De Brito3, Patricia . Lockwood4 and Essi Viding2
1
Royal Holloway, University of London
2
University College London
3
University of Birmingham
4
University of Oxford
catherine.sebastian@rhul.ac.uk
As the cognitive demands of a task increase, exogenous attention to taskirrelevant emotion is reduced, along with concomitant amygdala response (Carretié,
2014). However, it is unclear whether effects are due to altered task demands, or altered
perceptual input associated with task demands. Here, we present fMRI data from a novel
cognitive conflict task in which the requirement to scan emotional information was both
necessary and held constant across levels of cognitive conflict. In Experiment 1, we
show that in 20 healthy adult male participants, response to fearful faces was attenuated
under high (vs. low) conflict conditions, as indexed by slower reaction times and
reduced right amygdala response. In Experiment 2, we extend this paradigm to compare
threat-reactive adolescent males with conduct problems (CP; n=17) with typically
developing (TD) controls (n=18). TD adolescents showed the same pattern of attenuated
right amygdala response to fear under high cognitive conflict as adults in Experiment 1,
while threat-reactive adolescents with CP showed the reverse pattern. Findings suggest
that, typically, amygdala response to emotion is modulated as a function of task
demands, even when perceptual inputs are closely matched across conditions. However,
this presumably adaptive mechanism functions atypically in adolescents exhibiting
threat-reactivity and conduct problems.
Carretié L. (2014). Exogenous (automatic) attention to emotional stimuli: a review.
Cognitive Affective and Behavioral Neuroscience, 14(4), 1228-1258.
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Effect of social exclusion on judgment and decision-making
Marie Juanchich2, Lukasz Walasek1 and Miroslav Sirota2
1
University of Warwick
2
University of Essex
m.juanchich@essex.ac.uk
Social exclusion is believed to lower intelligent thoughts. Building on the dual
system account of human cognition, we hypothesised that social exclusion impacted the
ability to use analytical thinking and therefore should dampen decision-making quality.
We tested this hypothesis in six experiments in which social exclusion was manipulated
using the Cyberball game, an online ball tossing game. Experiments 1-3 focused on
individual decision-making tasks assessing the ability to inhibit intuition (experiment 1),
and four tasks assessing judgment and decision-making biases (anchoring, intertemporal
preference, sunk cost and overconfidence). Experiments 4-6 focused on social decisionmaking in an investment game with different levels of reciprocity (good reciprocity in
Experiment 4, varying in Experiment 5 and no reciprocity in Experiment 6). Evidence
converge to support that social exclusion did not dampen decision-making performance
through cognitive impairment. Results from Experiments 4-5 showed that social
exclusion lowered earnings in the investment game when cooperating with the exclusion
perpetrator but not with unknown decision-making partner. Furthermore, results of
Experiment 5 and 6 also explore the adaptive nature of the effect of social exclusion in a
social environment by showing that investment decisions of excluded participants
maximised their earnings when playing with an uncooperative decision-making partner.
The importance of pre-school transcoding skills in the development of arithmetic
Stefanie Habermann1, Silke Goebel2, Chris Donlan1 and Charles Hulme1
1
University College London
2
University of York
s.habermann.10@ucl.ac.uk
Goebel at al. (2014) found that simple number identification (transcoding from
spoken numbers to Arabic numerals) at age 6 correlated highly with measures of the
approximate number system (ANS). Transcoding was also powerfully predictive of
arithmetic skills a year later, over and above any prediction from ANS. Questions
remained concerning the influence of transcoding at earlier stages of education and
development. We report results of a 20-month longitudinal study (n=100) examining the
precursors of arithmetic skills in English-speaking children from 4 years of age.
Predictor variables included non-verbal ability, word span, and language comprehension
tasks as well as magnitude comparison for symbolic and non-symbolic stimuli (ANS
tasks) and measures of spoken and written number transcoding. Structural equation path
models confirmed knowledge of the Arabic numeral system at 4 years as a powerful
predictor of addition as well as subtraction skills 20 months later. Neither ANS nor any
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other factors played an additional role in predicting early arithmetic skills. These results
suggest that children’s ability to translate between Arabic numerals and their spoken
forms plays a critical role in the development arithmetic skills from pre-school age.
Goebel, S., Watson, S., Lervag, A. & Hulme, C. (2014) Children's arithmetic
development; it Is number knowledge, not the approximate number sense, that
counts. Psychological Science, 25, 789-798.
Numeracy as ability and disposition: Experimental evidence
Miroslav Sirota1, Lenka Kostovičová2 and Marie Juanchich1
1
University of Essex
2
Slovak Academy of Sciences
msirota@essex.ac.uk
Prior research has shown that numeracy – the ability to understand and work
with numbers – plays an important role in judgments and decision-making. Past research
cast numeracy as reflecting an ability, but the perspective adopted here proposes that
numeracy involves, in addition to ability, a disposition to work with numbers. In two
experiments presented here (n1 = 104, n2 = 109), we demonstrate that a situational
manipulation of this numeracy disposition – achieved by escalating the participants’
accountability for their answers – increases objective numeracy. Furthermore, we
pinpointed analytical cognitive engagement as the underlying mechanism of this effect,
since it fully mediated the accountability effect on numeracy (Experiment 1).
Consistently with this notion, numeracy partially mediated the accountability effect on
selected tasks in normative probabilistic judgment and reasoning – including resistance
to the conjunction fallacy, resistance to the denominator neglect, and Bayesian reasoning
(Experiment 2). Thus, objective numeracy should not be reduced to the ability to work
with numbers. We will discuss the theoretical and practical implications of these
findings.
Statistics and variability reported and not reported in The Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology and the journals of the Psychonomic Society
Peter Morris1 and Catherine Fritz2
1
Lancaster University
2
University of Northampton
p.morris@lancaster.ac.uk
At the EPS Lincoln meeting (2015) we reported our examination of the statistical
techniques employed in the empirical papers published in 2013 in the Quarterly Journal
of Experimental Psychology (QJEP) and similar papers published in the Psychonomics
Society’s five research journals. We described how these papers fell far short of the
recommended reporting of power, effect sizes, confidence intervals and variability. In
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this paper we extend these analyses to those journals’ publications in 2015 for a total of
1272 papers. We also examined the statistical techniques employed in the analysis of
results. Although the frequency of reports of effect sizes increased, the results show only
small improvements in the reporting of power and confidence intervals. There was little
change in the reporting of variability, although standard deviations were more often
reported in QJEP than in the Psychonomic Society journals. Many authors still need to
report their statistics more fully to communicate as much as possible of their findings
and to enable secondary analysis and interpretation. The presentation includes examples
taken from publications by Glyn Humphreys and research on person perception.
Effect sizes and confidence interval reporting and use in the Quarterly Journal of
Experimental Psychology and other experimental psychology journals
Catherine Fritz1and Peter Morris2
1
University of Northampton
2
Lancaster University
catherine.fritz@northampton.ac.uk
An essential element of improving psychological science is evaluating research
in terms of the size of the effects observed, not merely their statistical significance. This
research examined all of the empirical articles published in 2013 and 2015 in the
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology (QJEP) and several other experimental
psychological journals, focussing especially on the reporting and use of effect size
statistics. More articles reported effect sizes in 2015 than in 2013 (71% vs. 58% for
QJEP), however effect sizes were often reported for omnibus effects but not for the
specific effects that are usually of primary interest. None of the QJEP articles in either
year reported confidence intervals or any other measure of variability for the effect size
statistics. Without some sense of the precision of the effect size estimates, it is
inappropriate to reason about the size of effect that is likely in further samples. Thus, it
is not surprising that effect sizes were not used in interpreting the research results. This
paper presents arguments and guidelines for making more effective use of effect size
statistics. The presentation includes examples taken from publications by Glyn
Humphreys and research on person perception.
Advantages of the modelling approach to data analysis – even for medium-sized
experimental datasets
Mary Zhang and Mark Haggard
University of Cambridge
fz231@cam.ac.uk
The modelling approach (MA) is one good counter to naïve empiricism and the
Replication Crisis which it has caused. MA encourages small sets of alternative theorydriven models to test. It discourages calling a factoid a ‘hypothesis’, inappropriate use of
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p-values, and the fallacies of unadjusted multiple testing and post-hoc rationalisation of
apparently ‘significant’ results. Active modelling strategies are typically seen in large
correlational studies, but MA, as implemented in Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)
packages such as SPSS-AMOS, is also applicable to experimental designs, as these
generally have favourably small df-ratio ([design model’s df]/[residual df]) and lowerror measurement. Indeed, with modest sample sizes, as typical in experimental studies,
MA’s constraint, quasi-experimental contrasting of model structures and assistance to
good measurement are particularly helpful. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is a
good illustrative example of MA, because its exploratory partner, EFA, is already fairly
familiar. CFA has 5 advantages over passive EFA for making good practical decisions
about measurement; we illustrate these advantages with two factoring examples on
medium-N datasets, where CFA has added necessary constraint plus interpretative and
generalising value to traditional EFA. The ability to quantitatively contrast fit quality for
alternative factor models makes it analogous to exercising experimental control.
Symposium – Cognitive and neural mechanisms of action imitation
Organised by Patti Adank
Imitating and being imitated: neural and cognitive mechanisms
Antonia Hamilton
University College London
a.hamilton@ucl.ac.uk
Imitation is a basic component of human social interaction, which allows us to
connect with other people and learn new skills. This talk will review recent findings on
the neural and cognitive mechanisms which allow us to imitate other people and to
recognise when we are being imitated. First, I present two studies examining the
imitation of kinematic features of an action, using virtual reality and near-infrared
spectroscopy. We show that people spontaneously imitate the trajectories of a
demonstrated action in VR, and that right parietal cortex discriminates between different
observed action trajectories.
Second, I present two studies of the consequences of being imitated by another
person. Using fMRI, we examine brain systems linked to mimetic desire to explore how
we detect other people with similar or different tastes to our own. In the final study, we
used virtual reality to create characters who mimic the head movements of a participant
during a natural conversation. Contrary to previous reports, we find that being
mimicked does not lead to an increase in liking, trust or rapport. Overall, these studies
give us important insights into the mechanisms of imitation and being imitated, with
implications for our understanding of imitation in social interaction.
Studying the mechanisms of action observation as a window into imitation
Harold Bekkering
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Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
h.bekkering@donders.ru.nl
Imitation can be seen as copying actions observed in a similar manner. Most
discussions have concentrated on issues as what count as imitation, i.e., movementimitation, or goal-directed imitation; who can imitate, i.e., primates-only, or whether
imitation is a domain-specific, or a domain-general phenomenon, i.e., reflecting
imitation-specific, or general communication mechanisms between perception and
action. I will discuss some recent findings from Action Observation studies exploiting
different neuroimaging techniques as well as eye-tracking patterns in infancy and
children within the autism spectrum in the light of these theoretical issues.
Imitation in Parkinson’s disease: From motor resonance to motor imagery
Ellen Poliakoff
University of Manchester
ellen.poliakoff@manchester.ac.uk
In Parkinson’s disease (PD) movements are slower and smaller. Therefore, the
effects of observed actions during imitation may also be affected in people with PD (see
Poliakoff, 2013, for review). On the other hand, their movements might be facilitated by
therapeutic interventions based on action observation and imitation (Abbruzzese et al.,
2015).
In Experiment 1, we investigated motor resonance (automatic imitation),
whereby observation of task-irrelevant movement influences the observer’s own actions.
The impact of PD on motor resonance is unclear since previous studies have not
separated imitative compatibility from general stimulus-response compatibility effects.
We used a task that pitted these effects against each other (Gowen et al., 2016),
providing the first unambiguous demonstration of motor resonance in both people with
PD and healthy age-matched controls.
Experiment 2 investigated the voluntary imitation of hand movements in PD.
Using kinematic analysis, we demonstrated that people with PD imitated the vertical
amplitude of observed movements. Moreover, following instructions to engage in motor
imagery during observation, the magnitude of imitation increased, as previously found
in healthy young participants (Bek et al., 2016). This indicates the potential value of
imitation as a tool for neurorehabilitation in Parkinson’s, which may be complemented
by motor imagery.
Abbruzzese, G., Avanzino, L., Marchese, R., & Pelosin, E. (2015). Action observation
and motor imagery: Innovative cognitive tools in the rehabilitation of
Parkinson's disease. doi:10.1155/2015/124214
Bek, J., Poliakoff, E., Gowen, E. (2016). Enhancing voluntary imitation through
attention and motor imagery. Experimental Brain Research, 234, 1819-28.
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Gowen, E., Evans, E., Poliakoff, E. (2016). Believe it or not: Moving non-biological
stimuli believed to have human origin can be represented as human movement.
Cognition, 146, 431-8.
Poliakoff, E. (2013) Representation of action in Parkinson's disease: Imagining,
observing and naming actions. Journal of Neuropsychology, 7, 241-254.
Functional, acoustic and articulatory outcomes of speech training: a multimodal
investigation of vowel imitation
Daniel Carey1, Marc E Miquel2,3, M Ruthven3, Bronwen G Evans4,
Patti Adank4 and Carolyn McGettigan1,4
1
Royal Holloway University of London
2
Queen Mary University of London
3
Barts Health, London
4
University College London
carolyn.mcgettigan@rhul.ac.uk
Acquiring the phonemes of a second language presents challenges to
sensorimotor processing, particularly for adult L2 learners, where native perceptual and
articulatory processes may dominate. Yet, to date, relatively little research has explored
the articulatory and acoustic outcomes of speech learning in association with functional
activation in speech production networks. Here, we used a speech training paradigm
combined with fMRI and real-time imaging of the vocal tract (rtMRI) to explore vocal
imitation skill. In a first experiment, we showed that articulatory instruction led to
improved acoustic performance in a non-native vowel imitation task, which was
accompanied by acquisition of the appropriate non-native speech dynamics (lip
protrusion; as measured with vocal tract MRI). Further, representational similarity
analyses (RSA) revealed brain regions where the articulatory outcomes of training were
represented in the activation patterns measured during vowel imitation. In a second
experiment, we explored how imitation training on an isolated non-native vowel is
generalised to mono- and tri-syllabic contexts. Our findings offer unique insights into
human vocal behaviour through directly linking acoustic, articulatory and functional
aspects of action imitation in speech, and in charting generalization of learning across
levels of syllabic complexity.
Investigating the sensorimotor basis of natural speech interaction
Alessandro D’Ausilio
Italian Institute of Technology, Ferrara, Italy
alessandro.dausilio@iit.it
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Humans are innately social but cognitive neuroscience, traditionally focused on
individual brains, is just beginning to investigate social cognition through realistic
dynamic interaction. However, quantitative investigation of the dynamical sensorimotor
communication happening in goal-directed ecological tasks, is challenging. The
presentation will start from neurophysiological data (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
and Electroencephalography) describing the basic mechanisms of verbal sensorimotor
communication. In particular, I will review our latest results on how sensorimotor
processes may support speech perception. I will then move to technological implications
of these results, by briefly reporting on how the sensorimotor knowledge improves
automatic speech recognition. Finally, I will present our current attempts to translate
these ideas into a more natural and interactive scenario. In this context, I will describe
our latest experiments on a speech-based interactive game (Domino task). The Domino
task enables us to quantify the known phenomena of phonetic convergence, which is the
increase in the similarity of acoustic-phonetic form between talkers – a speech-specific
form of automatic action imitation. Phonetic convergence, taken as an index of
successful sensorimotor information flow among participants, is here estimated by using
machine learning methods and is then used as a searchlight into the
electroencephalographic activities fostering effective natural speech interaction.
Imagining others’ speech: Speech imagery and production share a common covert
simulation mechanism
Chiara Gambi
University of Edinburgh
cgambi@exseed.ed.ac.uk
Models of speech motor control and of language production propose that
speaking involves a process of internal simulation: Speakers predict the sensory
consequences of their (linguistic) actions. Similarly, this same process might be used
“off-line”, to support the creation of mental images of speech sounds (Tian & Poeppel,
2012). Joint language production tasks can be used to test these proposals by measuring
the effect of imagery on concurrent production. Previous work (Gambi, Van de Cavey,
& Pickering, 2015) showed that speakers who imagine their partner is naming pictures
(at the same time as them) begin their utterances later than those who imagine their
partner is engaged in a closely matched task that does not involve naming.
But do these findings hold for more complex utterances, such as when speakers
describe events with full (active or passive) sentences? In Experiment 1, speakers were
instructed to speak at the same time. In Experiment 2, they were told their partner would
only speak after they had finished their description. If imagination interferes with
production only when they occur simultaneously, speakers’ utterances should be
affected by their partner’s task in Experiment 1, but not in Experiment 2.
Tian, X., & Poeppel, D. (2012). Mental imagery of speech: Linking motor and
perceptual systems through internal simulation and estimation. Frontiers in
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Human Neuroscience, 6, doi: 10.3389/fnhum.2012.00314
Gambi, C., Van de Cavey, J., & Pickering, M. J. (2015). Interference in joint picture
naming. Journal of Experimental Psychology. Learning, Memory, and Cognition,
41(1), 1-21.
End of symposium
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Progress in modelling through distributed collaboration: Concepts, tools, and examples
Andy J Wills, Garrett O'Connell, Charlotte Edmunds and Angus Inkster
Plymouth University
andy@willslab.co.uk
Formal modelling in psychology is failing to live up to its potential due to a lack
of effective collaboration. As a first step towards solving this problem, we have
produced a set of freely-available tools for distributed collaboration. In this talk, I'll
describe those tools, and the conceptual framework behind them. I'll also provide
concrete examples of how these tools can be used. The approach I propose enhances,
rather than supplants, more traditional forms of publication. All the resources for this
project are freely available from the catlearn website - http://catlearn.r-forge.rproject.org
Activity focus in ageing male rats
Helen J Cassaday, Hayley J Marshall and Marie A Pezze
University of Nottingham
helen.cassaday@nottinhgham.ac.uk
Trace conditioning (TC) procedures test the ability to associate events across a
trace interval, thus providing a behavioural assay for working memory impairment.
Medial prefrontal cortex dopamine D1 receptor modulation of this ability has likely
implications for our understanding of normal ageing. However, localised actions at D1
receptors were demonstrated in appetitive TC1; and it has yet to be established whether
appetitive TC is impaired in older rats, as is known to be the case for aversive TC. We
therefore compared appetitive TC in younger and older rats, at 2 and 12 months of age.
Novel object recognition (NOR) tests were intended to provide some positive control in
the event that the expected age-related impairment in TC was not demonstrated. Over a
2s trace interval, older rats showed initially reduced improvement in TC from one day to
the next, as well as NOR impairment at a 24hr retention interval. When the cohorts were
tested longitudinally up to 8 and 18 months of age, activity in the inter-trial-interval and
sample exploration declined but TC and NOR discriminative responding was
maintained. However, only younger rats learned to time their anticipatory responding
towards the end of a 10s trace interval.
Pezze MA, Marshall HJ, Cassaday HJ (2015) Dopaminergic modulation of appetitive
trace conditioning: The role of D1 receptors in medial prefrontal cortex.
Psychopharmacology 232:2669-2680.
Uncertainty of the blocked cue and the redundancy effect in humans
Tara Zaksaite and Peter M Jones
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Plymouth University
gintare.zaksaite@plymouth.ac.uk
The associative learning account of blocking predicts that the blocked cue (X) in
A+/AX+ training will gain minimal associative strength. Observations of blocking in
humans however, predominantly failed to demonstrate complete blocking (e. g. Aitken
et al., 2001; Shanks, 1985). On the other hand, the reasoning account of blocking
suggests that the causal status of the blocked cue is uncertain; indeed causal ratings of
the blocked cue are lower when measures are taken to reduce this uncertainty by the use
of outcome additivity and sub-maximality manipulations. Another surprising
finding considering the associative learning account is the redundancy effect, where
participants attribute greater causal ratings to the blocked cue relative to the uncorrelated
cue (Y) in BY+/CY- training. It is possible that contributions of uncertainty to the
blocked cue are driving the redundancy effect in humans. Two experiments investigated
the effects of varying outcome rate on the blocked cue and the redundancy effect. While
the ratings of the blocked cue varied with the rate of the outcome, in the low outcome
rate group (25%) the redundancy effect was still observed. This provides support for the
reasoning account of blocking, however the reasons for the redundancy effect remain
elusive.
Aitken, M. R. F., Larkin, M. J. W., & Dickinson, A. (2001). Re-examination of the role
of within-compound associations in the retrospective revaluation of causal
judgements. The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 54B(1), 27-51.
Shanks, D. R. (1985). Forward and backward blocking in human contingency
judgement. The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 37B(1), 1-21.
Do prosthetic hands elicit an uncanny feeling?
Sophie O’Kane1, Emma Gowen1, Peter Kyberd2 and Ellen Poliakoff1
1
University of Manchester
2
University of Greenwich
ellen.poliakoff@manchester.ac.uk
Mori (1970) hypothesised that stimuli close to, but falling short of fully human
are found to be creepy or eerie; i.e. exist in the ‘uncanny valley’. Previously we found
that more human-like artificial hands are rated more eerie than clearly mechanical or
real hands (Poliakoff et al., 2013). Here we compared responses to photographs of
prosthetic hands pre-selected as more or less human-like, as well as clearly mechanical
and real hands. The less realistic prosthetic hands were rated as more eerie than the other
categories (more realistic prosthetic hands, the mechanical and real hands). A speeded
classification (human/non-human) task produced slower responses (and higher errors)
for the more realistic prosthetic hands compared to the less realistic prosthetic and real
hands. Thus, the category of hands found to be most eerie (less realistic prosthesis) was
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not the same category that was most difficult to categorise (more realistic prosthesis). A
control location judgment task indicated that the results could not be attributed to slower
responses in general. Overall, people do find prosthetic hands to be uncanny,
particularly the less human-like examples. Moreover, this effect is not driven solely by
ambiguity about whether the prosthetic hand falls into a human or non-human category.
Poliakoff, E., Beach, N., Best, R., Howard, T., Gowen, E. (2013) Can looking at a hand
make your skin crawl? Peering into the uncanny valley for hands. Perception, 42:
998–1000.
Faking handedness: How well opposite handedness can be faked, its relation to social
cognitions, and a forensic application
Chris McManus, Giulia Buckens, Naomi Harris, Alexandra Flint, Abigail
Ng and Fenia Vovou
University College London
i.mcmanus@ucl.ac.uk
In a UK murder case the victim was stabbed from behind in the left axilla, the
pathologist saying the weapon was held in the left hand meaning the assailant was lefthanded. However the defence said their client was right-handed. ICM acted as an expert
witness, and on standard tests the defendant appeared right-handed. However the
defendant had seen the pathologist’s report, so it was possible that the right-handedness
was being faked.
The ‘Faking Study’ firstly tested 30 right-handers and 25 left-handers on the
same handwriting, performance and questionnaire tasks as the defendant. A cover story
was then given, which we said was based on a real murder, and the participants asked to
fake being of opposite handedness.
Left-handers faked opposite handedness better than right-handers due to lefthanders generally having better non-dominant (right) hand performance. Social
cognitions about handedness were assessed by participants estimating how they thought
a group of 100 right-handers and a group of 100 left-handers would complete the
handedness questionnaire. More accurate knowledge of the handedness of others related
to better faking ability.
A Bayesian analysis used the faking study data to assess the likelihood that the
defendant was a true right-hander rather than a left-hander faking right-handedness.
Imagining a false alibi impairs concealed memory detection with the autobiographical
Implicit Association Test
Phot Dhammapeera1, Xiaoqing Hu2 and Zara Bergström1
1
University of Kent
2
University of Texas at Austin, USA
z.m.bergstrom@kent.ac.uk
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Imagining a counterfactual version of an event can create a memory for that
imagined scenario, which may have similar characteristics as a true memory. We
examined whether imagining a false alibi for a crime would make suspects appear
innocent in a forensic memory detection test, the Autobiographical Implicit Association
Test (aIAT), which aims to determine criminal guilt based on establishing which of two
autobiographical events are true. First, “guilty” participants completed a mock crime,
whereas “innocent” participants completed an innocent act. Second, half of the guilty
participants were given a false alibi, which corresponded to the innocent act, and were
asked to imagine the alibi scenario. Finally, all groups completed an aIAT which
compared the truthfulness of the mock crime versus the innocent act. For guilty
participants without an alibi, the aIAT accurately detected the mock crime as true. For
innocent participants, the aIAT accurately detected the innocent act as true. For guilty
participants who imagined performing the innocent act, the aIAT was not able to
discriminate which event was true. Thus, fabricating an alibi may create a false memory
that appears to be true, which is problematic for real-life applications of forensic
memory detection with uncooperative, lying suspects.
Symposium – Issues in face and person recognition
Organised by Mike Burton
Mapping the social space of the face
Alexander Todorov
Princeton University
atodorov@princeton.edu
People form instantaneous impressions from faces and agree in these
impressions. These impressions are also consequential, predicting important outcomes
ranging from sentencing decisions to political elections. But what determines these
impressions? In the first systematic study of first impressions in psychology, Secord and
his colleagues noted that “the conventional ‘elementalizing’ used by psychologists in
seeking to explain their data is simply inappropriate.” In the last 10 years, we have
introduced computational methods that allow us to visualize the configurations of face
features leading to specific impressions like trustworthiness and to also investigate the
non-perceptual determinants of impressions. Building on these methods and using novel
techniques to mask faces, we can visualize not only the face configurations important
for specific impressions but also those that spontaneously emerge in consciousness.
Perceptual determinants, however, are insufficient to account for the content of
impressions. One’s learning history of faces is another important determinant of
impressions. These types of learning include statistical learning of the distribution (and
typicality) of faces and idiosyncratic learning based on familiar faces. These
determinants of impressions account for their compelling force without the need to posit
that they are accurate.
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“Those were the days, my friend ...oops, sorry, I thought you were someone else….”
Vicki Bruce
Newcastle University
vicki.bruce@ncl.ac.uk
In 1985, Andy Young and his colleagues (Young, Hay and Ellis, 1985) published
a paper titled, with characteristic humour, ‘The faces that launched a thousand slips:
Everyday difficulties and errors in recognizing people’. They used the pattern of
reported difficulties and errors noted by 22 volunteers over a two month period to
develop a model of person (including face) recognition first sketched by Hay and Young
(1982) and eventually elaborated by Bruce and Young (1986). I here revisit some of
these findings, and the remarkable theoretical insights obtained using careful,
ecologically realistic, yet remarkably low-tech methods. I focus particularly on the
observations they made about how context was used to ensure that a perceived
resemblance between one person and another was generally successfully resolved. I will
consider how ‘context’ and ‘resemblance’ continue to be important but not fully
understood factors which can play critical roles in eyewitness (mis)identifications.
Bruce, V. & Young, A. (1986). Understanding face recognition. British Journal of
Psychology, 77, 305-327.
Hay, D.C. & Young, A.W. (1982). The human face. In A.W. Ellis (Ed) Normality and
Pathology in Cognitive Functions. Pp. 173-202. London: Academic Press
Young, A.W., Hay, D.C & Ellis, A.W. (1985) The faces that launched a thousand slips:
Everyday difficulties and errors in recognizing people. British Journal of
Psychology, 76, 495-523
Thirty years of the composite face effect: a tribute to (one of) Andy Young’s
outstanding contributions to face perception research
Bruno Rossion
University of Louvain, Belgium
bruno.rossion@uclouvain.be
Thirty years ago, Andy Young and his colleagues (Young, Hellawell & Hay,
1987) reported a study in which they aligned the top and bottom halves of different
pictures of famous faces. They showed that each of these face halves was difficult to
identify, compared to when these two halves were combined but spatially misaligned
(i.e., segmented). Young and his colleagues attributed this “composite face effect”
(CFE) to the perception of a novel global face configuration in aligned composite faces.
Since then, such composite face stimuli, mainly of unfamiliar faces, have been used in
many behavioural and neural studies aimed at better understanding the nature of holistic
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face processing (see Rossion, 2013, for an extensive review). In this presentation, I will
argue that the CFE is one of the most important, yet still underestimated, observations in
the field of face perception, providing an objective measure of a key process of the
human brain. I will then provide new empirical evidence using interstimulus variability
to relate the subjective perception (phenomenology) of the composite face illusion to
behaviour (i.e., the CFE) and to physical attributes of composite face stimuli. Finally,
using frequency-tagging in electrophysiology, I will show how we are now able to
provide objective and sensitive implicit measures of the CFE, i.e., of holistic face
processing, in the human brain.
Understanding the information in human bodies
Alice O’Toole
University of Texas at Dallas
otoole@utdallas.edu
The study of person recognition over the last few decades has concentrated
almost entirely on recognition from the face. In the real world, recognition of others
often begins at a distance, where identity-specific information in the face is poorly
resolved. At this distance, identity information in the shape of the body can support and
constrain recognition. Remarkably little is known about how we perceive body shape
and even less is known about the nature of visual features that represent bodies in highlevel visual cortex. The limited intuition visual scientists have about the complex visual
features that might represent bodies is at odds with the simple observation that brief
verbal descriptions of bodies (e.g. curvy, long-legged) can elicit vivid mental images of
body shape. I will present recent work from my lab that explores the relationship
between body shapes and body descriptions. This work shows that a small number of
words can be used to generate categorically accurate representations of threedimensional bodies. Could the need to translate of visual images into language, and vice
versa, be a key to understanding high-level shape representations in the ventral visual
stream?
What’s in a voice?
Sophie Scott
University College London
sophie.scott@ucl.ac.uk
Voices are often described as auditory faces, and like faces, voices can express
linguistic, emotional and identity-related information. Voices are acoustic phenomena,
and this means that voices, like any sound, only have information as this exists over
time, do vocal information is largely dynamic. Voices are also extremely variable, and
affected by both the acoustic environment in which talkers are speaking, and also social
and emotional aspects of the people to whom they speak. Talkers will alter their voices
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to cope with noisy environments, will align their voices to those of other people to
facilitate conversation and to express affiliation, and talker identity can be almost
completely removed from the voice by aspects of emotional expression. In this talk I
will address both the challenges and the importance of studying the voice in parallel
with the face, and also important links between the two.
Person perception from voice and face – basic processes and individual differences
Stefan R Schweinberger
Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany
stefan.schweinberger@uni-jena.de
Humans use their voice for communicating information about the world, but
nonlinguistic vocal cues convey rich information about speaker characteristics (mood,
identity, gender, age, personality). Methodological progress in voice analysis and
morphing recently promoted research that parallels earlier work in face perception. A
central finding is that processing of social information in faces and voices can be
strongly biased by prior perceptual experiences. In selected examples, I show how
perceptual adaptation can systematically bias impressions of people, and how this could
explain individual differences in impressions typically treated as noise. I also show
evidence for the wide range of individual differences in face or voice recognition
abilities seen in “neurotypical” young adults, and evidence on how these differences
may relate to autistic traits and other differences in social cognitive abilities. Perceptions
of facial or vocal signals influence impressions of trustworthiness, competence, or
likability of other people – impressions which in turn contribute to guiding social
actions. In that sense, I argue that progress in understanding the processes and
determinants of person perception bears great potential to improve human
communication.
End of symposium
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Age-related differences in visual perspective-taking
Victoria E A Brunsdon, Elisabeth E F Bradford and Heather Ferguson
University of Kent
v.e.a.brunsdon@kent.ac.uk
Emerging research has highlighted that despite high performance on explicit
tasks, healthy adults demonstrate difficulties on implicit tasks when another person’s
point of view conflicts with their own. This study examined how these perspectivetaking abilities change across the life-span and how executive functions predict
performance. Younger (18-40 years-old) and older (65-80 years-old) adults completed a
level-1 and a level-2 visual perspective-taking task (with eye-tracking), and a battery of
executive function tasks. Older adults had poorer inhibitory control and working
memory, but comparable shifting and planning ability, compared to younger adults.
Older adults were slower overall in both visual perspective-taking tasks. In addition,
older adults showed specific impairments when there was a conflict between their own
and another’s perspective. This pattern was also examined in gaze behaviour and
pupillometry analysis. Egocentric interference in the level 1 visual perspective taking
task (i.e., how much their own perspective interfered with ‘other’ judgements) was
related to shifting ability and working memory in the younger adults only. However,
egocentric interference in the level 2 visual perspective taking task was related to
inhibitory control in the older adults. Overall, older adults displayed an enhanced selfbias in both level 1 and 2 visual perspective taking.
Eye movements and the perceptual span in real-world scene search and sentence reading
in young and older adults
Antje Nuthmann and Christopher N L Clark
University of Edinburgh
(Sponsor: Kevin B. Paterson)
antje.nuthmann@ed.ac.uk
The study was designed to measure the size of the visual or perceptual span in
young and older adults in two everyday visual-cognitive tasks. Each participant
completed an object-in-scene search task and a sentence reading task. Span size was
estimated using the gaze-contingent moving window paradigm, with a low-pass filtered
background. For each task, we tested nine window radii measuring 2 – 10º (visual
search) and 2 – 18 characters (reading; 3.5 char = 1º). Search times and reading times in
the no-window control condition were longer for older than for young adults. Relative to
this baseline, in the object search task there was no difference in visual span size for the
two age groups. The perceptual span during reading was somewhat smaller for older
than for young adults, in agreement with previous research. The span was much larger
during object-in-scene search (8º) than sentence reading (10 and 8 characters for young
and older participants, respectively). Although this task effect has been suggested in the
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literature, it has never been tested directly in a within-subject design. Saccade
amplitudes and fixation durations showed specific task and age-group effects, which
contributed to the observed pattern of results.
Slowing predicts mortality, and rates and amounts of cognitive decline, but is a marker
for global, not local brain changes
Patrick Rabbitt1, Mary Lunn1, Stephen Aichele2 and Paolo Ghisletta2
1
University of Oxford
2
University of Geneva, Switzerland
patrick.rabbitt@psy.ox.ac.uk
Decision speed is the most sensitive behavioural marker for cognitive aging. For
70 years investigators hoped that differences in age-slowing in different behavioural
tasks might identify brain systems particularly affected by neurobiological changes.
However complete meta-analyses of all published age comparisons show that aging
slows decision speed on all tasks by the same proportion (Verhaegen, 2015), suggesting
that slowing reflects global rather than patterned and differential brain changes. Five
longitudinal and cross-sectional analyses of data from 6500 people obtained during 20
years following their recruitment at ages 48 to 96 found that overall brain volume, white
matter lesions and cerebral blood flow accounted for 96% of age – related variance in
scores on tests of decision speed and intelligence. Brain volume, white matter and blood
flow account for up to 95% of age-related variance in speed and intelligence but only 76
% of changes in memory. 50 individuals’ whose memory test scores were 3 sd below
expectation from their intelligence and speed scores had significantly smaller
hippocampal volume. We suggest improvements in methodology to associate agerelated brain changes with performance on behavioural tests of cognitive abilities.
Distribution of attention in question-answer sequences: Evidence for limited parallel
processing
Antje S Meyer, Caitlin Decuyper and Cas Coopmans
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen
antje.meyer@mpi.nl
Conversation analysists have stressed the speed of turn taking in conversation,
with typical inter-turn-gaps being around 200 ms. Accounting for this finding Levinson
and Torreira (2015) proposed that speakers divided their attention between listening and
speech planning and plan their utterances as early as possible during the preceding turn.
We tested this hypothesis in a question-answer game for pairs of participants. Both
participants saw sets of coloured objects. Participant A asked questions such as "do you
see a red kite?" Participant B had to give short or longer answers ("yes" vs. "yes, in the
top left corner"). In one condition, all of B's objects had the same colour, so that B
could answer as soon as they had heard the colour adjective. In another condition, B's
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objects differed in colour, so that they had to await the noun before they could answer.
As predicted, B responded sooner in the former than in the latter condition, with the
effect being particularly pronounced for short answers. Interestingly, average latencies
were well above 200 ms.. We conclude that speakers devote some attention to utterance
preparation while listening to another person but postpone taxing linguistic processes
until the interlocutor has completed their turn.
Levinson, S. C., & Torreira, F. (2015). Timing in turn-taking and its implications for
processing models of language. Frontiers in Psychology, 6: 731.
The skipping of the structural particle de (的) and other high frequency words in
Chinese reading
Chuanli Zang1, Manman Zhang1, Xuejun Bai1, Guoli Yan1,
Bernhard Angele2 and Simon P Liversedge3
1
Tianjin Normal University, P.R. China
2
Bournemouth University
3
University of Southampton
dedipsy@yahoo.com
English readers do not fixate every word. Angele and Rayner (2013) showed
that English readers base skipping decisions on parafoveal information, but not the
sentential context. Due to increased visual density of the language, Chinese readers may
be able to process a parafoveal word and integrate it with sentence context to a greater
extent than English readers, and therefore, skipping decisions in Chinese may differ
from those in English. In a boundary paradigm (Rayner, 1975) experiment, participants
read sentences containing a single-character target verb (e.g., 取 meaning get) whose
preview was manipulated: identity preview; a preview consisting of the syntactically
anomalous high frequency structural particle de (的), or a pseudo character preview. The
results showed that Chinese readers were more likely to skip the target when the
preview was de than in either of the other conditions, suggesting de-skipping is triggered
by the parafoveal preview of a highly frequent character (not sentential context). In a
second experiment we investigated whether this phenomenon generalizes to other high
frequency Chinese words. Our results show that skipping effects observed in English
occur across languages and writing systems with different degrees of visual density.
Angele, B., & Rayner, K. (2013). Processing the in the parafovea: Are articles skipped
automatically? Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and
Cognition, 39, 649-662.
Rayner, K. (1975). The perceptual span and peripheral cues in reading. Cognitive
Psychology, 7, 65-81.
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Words from the wizarding world: Processing fictional and non-fictional words in
supportive and non-supportive contexts
Joanne Ingram1 and Christopher Hand2
1
University of the West of Scotland
2
Glasgow Caledonian University
(Sponsor: Fiona Kyle)
joanne.ingram@uws.ac.uk
This study examines the reading of fictional words from the Harry Potter (HP)
series of books and movies. Words from this series, representing concepts that do not
exist outside related publications (e.g., muggle) were presented to readers, in addition to
high and low frequency words, in supportive or non-supportive contexts. Participants’
eye movements were recorded as they read two sentence passages: the initial sentence
contained contextual information; the second sentence contained the target word.
Sentences were counterbalanced to allow each target word to be presented after each
context. Words from HP could either be familiar or novel to participants dependent on
their level of engagement with the HP series. Results showed significant typical main
effects of context and frequency. High frequency words were processed faster than low
frequency words; and words in a supportive by context were processed faster than words
not supported by context. Processing of HP words was facilitated by a supportive
context for those who had engaged with the series; although even in a supportive
context, words from fiction were not processed faster than low or high frequency words.
Future investigation of words from fiction may wish to examine familiarity in addition
to frequency.
Using the hands to represent objects: Gesture as a substrate for signed language
acquisition
Chloe Marshall1 and Vikki Janke2
1
University College London
2
University of Kent
chloe.marshall@ucl.ac.uk
An issue of interest in second language research concerns what transfers from
the speaker’s first language to their second. For learners of sign, co-speech gesture is a
potential substrate for transfer. A previous study1 revealed that adult hearing learners of
British Sign Language made many errors when selecting the correct handshapes to
represent objects (“entity classifier handshapes”) in a BSL elicitation task requiring
them to express the relative locations of objects. The current study explores this
difficulty further. We test two contrasting hypotheses: (1) hearing adults have in their
gesture only a limited repertoire of handshapes, and when they learn to sign they have to
learn that different configurations of the hand can be used to represent different objects;
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(2) they have a substantial repertoire of handshapes at their disposal, and the challenge is
in learning to select the appropriate, conventionalised, handshapes for that language.
30 sign-naïve hearing adults participated described pictures using just their
hands, with no speech. The results supported hypothesis 2. Gesturers were inconsistent
in the handshapes they used to represent the same objects across trials, and they used a
superset of the repertoire of entity classifier handshapes employed by previously-tested
learners of sign and native signers1.
Marshall, C. R. & Morgan, G. (2015). From gesture to sign language:
Conventionalisation of classifier constructions by adult hearing learners of BSL.
Topics in Cognitive Science, 7, 61-80.
Symposium - Attention from every angle: A tribute to Glyn Humphreys
Organised by Chris Olivers and Dana Samson
What’s new after 20 Years of Visual Marking? Time-based visual selection in complex
scenes and with socially relevant stimuli
Derrick G Watson, Elisabeth Blagrove and Melina A Kunar
University of Warwick
d.g.watson@warwick.ac.uk
Almost twenty years ago, Watson and Humphreys (1997) found that observers
could prioritise selection of newly appearing visual stimuli by inhibiting (‘visual
marking’) items that had been presented earlier. This was demonstrated in a visual
search task, by presenting one set of irrelevant items (green Hs) for 1000ms, after which
new items were added (blue A’s and a blue H target). In this ‘distractor preview’
condition, participants were faster to detect the target than when all items appeared
simultaneously, and search efficiency was equivalent to when just the new items were
presented alone – ‘the preview benefit’. Until recently, studies of this preview benefit
have used relatively simple abstract stimuli, consisting of letters or shapes. I will present
recent findings that have examined time-based selection with socially-relevant stimuli
(faces), and in conditions that mimic properties of real-world search tasks more
effectively (i.e., Multi-Element Asynchronous Dynamic (MAD) displays). Overall, these
findings show that: i) in some situations, faces are more difficult to ignore than non-face
stimuli, due to face-based inhibitory carry-over effects (i.e., to new items), and ii) timebased selection is impaired in displays that contain complex motion, target uncertainty,
and luminance changes. These findings help define the mechanisms, ecological
applications, and boundary conditions of time-based selection.
How the human brain replays prior episodes of attentional control
David Soto1,2
1
Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and Language, San Sebastian, Spain
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2

Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain
d.soto@bcbl.eu
Over the last decades, a great deal of behavioural and functional neuroimaging
studies have investigated the mechanisms of human cognitive control across multiple
task domains of memory and selective attention. The paradigms used in these studies
typically record neural and behavioural responses online, as participants are engaged in
the different tasks. Much less is known, however, how episodes of cognitive control are
re-experienced offline when participants are no longer engaged in the task. In this talk I
will present data from functional MRI that speak about the underlying brain processes
mediating how we re-enact attentional episodes associated with our past behaviour. The
implications for neurobiological accounts of self-control are discussed.
Attentional insights from a remote people: New perspectives on an old theoretical
debate and on normal function
Karina J Linnell
Goldsmiths University of London
k.j.linnell@gold.ac.uk
The ability to focus attention on task-relevant information in the face of
distraction is central to all goal-directed behaviour, yet it has long been widely assumed
that efficient selection is impossible in easy tasks (Kahneman, 1973) and generally
limited by capacity constraints (Lavie, 2005). Traditional capacity-based accounts of
attentional selection are, however, difficult to reconcile with the remarkable facility for
attentional selection of a remote people called the Himba; rather, an account based on
attentional engagement would seem to accommodate their facility rather better (Linnell,
Caparos, De Fockert, & Davidoff, 2013).
Attentional engagement has been linked to cognitive arousal, with middling
levels of arousal promoting engagement, and depressed and elevated levels promoting,
respectively, disengagement and exploration (Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, & Cohen, 1999).
Cognitive arousal differences can express themselves in differences in left-right spatial
biases, most famously in rightward biases in visuospatial neglect (Robertson,
Mattingley, Rorden, & Driver, 1998) but less famously in small leftward biases in
healthy controls (Jewell & McCourt, 2000). In contrast, the Himba express no bias,
consistent with their being in a more optimally aroused and engaged state (Linnell,
Caparos, & Davidoff, 2014) and also with the possibility that attention research has
heretofore focused on studying perturbed systems.
Aston-Jones, G., Rajkowski, J., and Cohen, J. D. (1999). Role of locus-coeruleus in
attention and behavioural flexibility. Biological Psychiatry, 46, 1309–1320.
Jewell, G., and McCourt, M. (2000). Pseudoneglect: a review and meta-analysis of
performance factors in line-bisection tasks. Neuropsychologia, 38, 93–110.
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Kahneman, D. (1973). Attention and Effort. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
Lavie, N. (2005). Distracted and confused: selective attention under load. Trends in
Cognitive Sciences, 9, 75-82.
Linnell, K. J., Caparos, S., de Fockert, J., and Davidoff, J. (2013). Urbanization
decreases attentional engagement. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human
Perception and Performance, 39, 1232–1247.
Linnell, K. J., Caparos, S., and Davidoff, J. (2014). Urbanization increases left-bias in
line-bisection. Frontiers in Psychology, 5, 1127.
Robertson, I. H., Mattingley, J. B., Rorden, C., and Driver, J. (1998). Phasic alerting of
neglect patients overcomes their spatial deficit in visual awareness. Nature, 395,
169–172.
Autistic tendencies and psychosis proneness contrastively mediate preparatory and
reactive attention control
Carmel Mevorach1, Ahmad Abu-Akel2, Ian Apperly1, Mayra Muller
Spaniol1 and Joy Geng3
1
University of Birmingham
2
University of Lausanne, Switzerland
3
University of California Davis, California, USA
c.mevorach@bham.ac.uk
Independent lines of evidence suggest a potentially contrasting effect of autism
and schizophrenia spectrum disorders and the broader spectrum of their traits in
neurotypical participants on attention processes involving distractor suppression.
However, previous studies fail to highlight a consistent effect on performance. One
possible explanation is the type of attention suppression that is called upon (rather than
the need to suppress distractors per se.). In two different experiments taping distractor
suppression, the present study examined whether autism versus psychosis expressions
induce contrasting effects on performance, and whether this effect depends on whether
reactive (post stimulus presentation) or preparatory (pre stimulus presentation)
suppression is engaged. Across the two experiments autism and psychotic traits have
had a contrastive effect on performance. In particular, high rate of autistic traits was
beneficial but high rate of psychosis proneness was detrimental for performance when
preparatory control was called upon. Strikingly, this pattern reversed when reactive
control had to be utilised. These findings highlight not only the intriguing link between
expression of autism and psychosis traits but also the sensitivity of attention processes to
individual differences. A brain architecture involving fronto-parietal regions is
considered where these individual differences may manifest.
Social attention - just look at me!
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Rebecca Lawson
University of Liverpool
rlawson@liv.ac.uk
We have a strong preference for faces looking towards us as opposed to faces that look
to the side (Lawson, 2015). This robust preference for direct compared to averted gaze
generalizes across face pose and expression. We also have a weaker preference for neutral
shapes and arrows that are labelled as “looking at you” versus “looking to the side” so the
preference is not face-specific. I will discuss a series of studies using the implicit association test
that investigated whether these results arise from our desire for self-directed attention. The
results revealed that preferences were not reversed by training that associated averted gaze (but
not direct gaze) with useful information. Surprisingly, the preference generalized to stimuli that
directed negatively valenced attention towards the participant, namely hand guns pointing
towards rather than away from the participant. However, the preference for direct gaze was
eliminated if gaze direction was not explicitly mentioned, for example by instead requiring the
categorisation of the emotions shown by direct-gaze and averted-gaze faces. Thus both the
nature of the stimuli and how they are categorised modulate our egotistical preference for selfdirected attention, with this preference being sensitive to gaze direction but not being limited to
social stimuli.
Lawson, R. (2015). I just love the attention: implicit preference for direct eye contact. Visual
Cognition, 23, 450-488.

End of symposium
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The psychology of action experience: intentionality, instrumentality and valence
Patrick Haggard1, Steve di Costa1, Brianna Beck1 and Heloise Thero2
1
University College London
2
Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris
p.haggard@ucl.ac.uk
In the history of experimental psychology, studies of perception have often taken
pride of place, while the cognitive processes underlying action have been relatively
ignored – perhaps due to methodological difficulties of studying these processes. Glyn
Humphreys was prominent among researchers aiming to redress this imbalance (1).
Surprisingly, the fact that actions themselves generate a distinct perceptual experience
has been largely neglected. We have focussed on the sense of agency, i.e., the
experience of intentionally controlling one’s own actions, and, through them, events in
the external world. A useful implicit measure of sense of agency is the perceived
shrinkage of the temporal interval between an intentional action and its outcome, which
has been termed “intentional binding”. However, it remains unclear whether this
phenomenon is specific to intentional control of external events. I will describe a series
of recent experiments showing that the intentional binding effect is increased (a) when
action outcomes have genuine valence, and (b) when people actively learn control over
those outcomes. A distinctive, but relatively amodal experience of agency may be
related to the many ways that human cognition has profoundly transformed the world.
Attention, perception and action: selected works of Glyn Humphreys. Psychology Press
(2016).
Thinking but not perceiving: apparent grasping capacity does not directly influence
perceived object size
Elizabeth S Collier and Rebecca Lawson
University of Liverpool
e.s.collier@liverpool.ac.uk
According to the action-specific account of perception, we see the world in terms
of our ability to act. For example, Linkenauger, Witt and Proffitt (2011) reported that
right-handers estimated objects they intended to grasp in their right hand as smaller than
objects they intended to grasp in their left hand. They argued that this was because righthanders perceive their right hand as having a greater grasping capacity than their left
hand so these objects appear more graspable, and therefore smaller. However, we found
no influence on object size estimates of either the perceived grasping capacity of the
right compared to the left hand, or of reducing grasping capacity by taping together the
fingers of one hand. To understand our failure to replicate Linkenauger et al.'s (2011)
finding, we tested whether conflation effects or demand characteristics could explain it.
Demand characteristics only influenced object size estimates when participants were
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told the exact action-specific prediction in their instructions. When participants
estimated both object size and graspability on the same trial (conflation) we replicated
Linkenauger et al.'s (2011) results. We conclude that apparent grasping capacity does
not influence perceived object size in the strongest sense. Our results provide evidence
against the action-specific account.
Linkenauger, S. A., Witt, J. K., & Proffitt, D. R. (2011). Taking a hands-on approach:
apparent grasping ability scales the perception of object size. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 37(5), 14321441.
How you use it matters: Object placement in scenes governed by function
Monica S Castelhano and Richelle L Witherspoon
Queen's University, Canada
(Sponsor: Simon Liversedge)
monica.castelhano@queensu.ca
How do we know where to look for objects in scenes? While it is true that we see
objects within a larger context daily, it is also true that we interact with and use objects
for specific purposes (object function). We examine whether an object’s placement in a
scene is linked to its function. In a pilot study, we found that participants placed objects
in scenes highly consistently when given a description of the function of invented object
and much more consistently than when given an image of the object. In Experiment 1,
participants studied either the function (Function Group) or features (Feature Group) of
a set of invented objects. In a subsequent search, we found that targets were located
sooner, with fewer fixations, and more directly when an objects’ function was known. In
Experiment 2 invented objects were positioned in either function-congruent or functionincongruent locations. In this case, targets with known functions were located faster for
function-congruent and impaired for function-incongruent locations relative to novel
objects. These findings demonstrate that knowledge of object function can guide
attention in scenes. We will discuss implications for theories of visual cognition,
cognitive neuroscience, as well as developmental and ecological psychology.
A data-driven analysis reveals the importance of visual properties in the emergence of
higher-level representations in the ventral visual pathway
David D Coggan, David M Watson, Daniel H Baker, Tom Hartley and
Timothy J Andrews
University of York
ddc506@york.ac.uk
The neural representation of objects in the ventral visual pathway has been
linked to high-level properties of the stimulus, such as semantic or
categorical
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information. However, the extent to which patterns of neural response in these regions
reflect more basic underlying principles is unclear. One problem is that existing studies
generally employ stimulus conditions chosen by the experimenter, potentially obscuring
the contribution of more basic stimulus dimensions. To address this issue, we used a
data-driven analysis to describe a large database of objects in terms of their visual
properties (spatial frequency, orientation, location). Clustering algorithms were then
used to select images from distinct regions of this feature space. Images in each cluster
did not clearly correspond to typical object categories. Nevertheless, they elicited
distinct patterns of response in the ventral stream. Moreover, the similarity of the neural
response across different clusters could be predicted by the similarity in image
properties. Interestingly, cluster-specific responses were less distinct when images were
super-imposed on a noise background relative to a uniform background, revealing the
importance of the spatial envelope in shaping the ventral response. These findings
provide an image-based explanation for the emergence of higher-level representations of
objects in the ventral visual pathway.
Selective attention in autism spectrum condition: No crossmodal advantage for the
suppression of visual distracters
Daniel Poole, Emma Gowen, Paul A Warren and Ellen Poliakoff
University of Manchester
daniel.poole@manchester.ac.uk
Effective perception involves the preferential processing of targets and the
suppression of distractors within and across different senses. We previously observed
that participants with Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) were more influence by visual
distractors during a tactile task than controls (Poole, Gowen, Warren, & Poliakoff,
2015). To explore the cognitive mechanism underlying this effect, a group of adults with
ASC (n= 22) and matched neurotypical (NT) controls (n= 22) completed three different
tasks. When making judgements about a tactile target, participants with ASC showed an
increased effect of visual distractors compared to NTs (Experiment 1), replicating the
findings of Poole et al. (2015). No between group differences were observed on a visualtactile temporal order judgement task with no selective attention component
(Experiment 2), or on a matched visual selective attention task (Experiment 3). When
comparing performance across Experiments 1 and 3 NT participants were better able to
suppress visual distractor effects for tactile targets than when the target was visual
(Experiment 1 versus 3), but this crossmodal benefit was not observed in participants
with ASC. The effects of visual distractors were comparable regardless of the target
modality suggesting that visual-tactile selective attention is reduced in ASC.
Poole, D., Gowen, E., Warren, P. A., & Poliakoff, E. (2015). Investigating visual tactile
interactions over time and space in adults with autism. Journal of Autism and
Developmental Disorders, 45(10), 3316–3326.
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Multiple cue and multiple target effects on visual attention allocation
Sarah Taylor and Chris Kent
University of Bristol
sarah.taylor@bristol.ac.uk
People are slower and less accurate at locating a target when it is displayed
amongst an array of similar stimuli. By tracking participants’ computer mouse
movements and analysing the response trajectories it was possible to examine and
replicate the processing speed and attention allocation reported using more traditional
methods (Carrasco and McElree, 2001). The mouse response tracking method was then
used to further investigate the effects of multiple cues and multiple targets on target
detection performance. Participants had to identify whether a target was orientated
towards the left or right by clicking on either the top left or top right of the computer
screen. Multiple targets (1 to 4) were presented with an incremental number of valid
cues. The results demonstrated that increasing both targets and cues aided target
detection. The implications for studies of hand trajectories and theories of visual
attention allocation are considered.
Carrasco, M., & McElree, B. (2001). Covert attention accelerates the rate of visual
information processing. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 98,
5363-5367.
Mechanisms underlying consolidation of new words: implicit versus explicit learning
Justyna Sobczak and Gareth Gaskell
University of York
justyna.sobczak@york.ac.uk
Research suggests that sleep benefits the incorporation of new words into
memory (Dumay & Gaskell, 2007). This sleep-associated consolidation helps new
lexical items gain properties similar to well-known words (e.g., engagement in lexical
competition). However, recent work using Hebb repetition as the model of learning
found a different consolidation profile without sleep involvement (Szmalec et al., 2012).
This result suggests that the mechanism of consolidation might depend on the way in
which words are learned. In a series of experiments, we investigated how encoding style
affects retention of novel spoken words and their engagement in lexical competition. We
compared Hebb repetition with a more explicit form of encoding based on phoneme
monitoring. We also manipulated exposure frequency and tested at a range of retention
intervals to assess the influence of time and sleep. We did not find evidence that Hebb
repetition helps to integrate words after delays with or without sleep, whereas lexical
integration of explicitly learned words was influenced by exposure frequency and
retention interval. Recognition and recall performance after Hebb learning was also
inferior to explicit learning. Our results suggest that a successful integration of novel
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words requires a good level of encoding and benefits from overnight consolidation.
Dumay, N. & Gaskell, M. G. (2007). Sleep-associated changes in the mental
representation of spoken words. Psychological Science, 18, 35-39.
Szmalec, A., Page, M. P, & Duyck, W. (2012). The development of long-term lexical
representations through Hebb repetition learning. Journal of Memory and
Language, 67(3), 342–354.
Meaning frequency and its effects on word comprehension
Greg Maciejewski and Ekaterini Klepousniotou
University of Leeds
psgm@leeds.ac.uk
Research has consistently shown that homonyms, or words with multiple
unrelated meanings (e.g., “pen”), slow word comprehension. Here, we examined
whether this ambiguity disadvantage is modulated by the relative frequencies of word
meanings. Participants made speeded relatedness decisions to related and unrelated word
pairs involving non-homonymous and homonymous primes. Critically, we contrasted
homonyms with unbalanced (e.g., “pen”) and more balanced meaning frequencies (e.g.,
“fan”). The experiment showed a large ambiguity disadvantage only for the latter.
Furthermore, this effect was present on unrelated trials that do not involve a responseselection conflict (e.g., “fan” – “snake” pair). These findings lend support to all models
predicting a processing cost ensuing from multiple form-to-meaning mappings (e.g.,
Kawamoto, 1994). That is, ambiguous words slow word comprehension because their
semantic representations compete for full activation/ selection, unless meaning
frequency facilitates rapid activation and selection of one of the word meanings. In
contrast, our results present a challenge for alternative accounts (e.g., Pexman, Hino, &
Lupker, 2004) which suggest that ambiguity only appears to slow word comprehension
because the meanings of ambiguous words create a conflict during the responseselection phase of the relatedness decision task (e.g., deciding whether “pen” and “ink”
are related in meaning).
Kawamoto, A. H. (1993). Nonlinear dynamics in the resolution of lexical ambiguity: A
parallel distributed processing account. Journal of Memory and Language, 32(4),
474-516.
Pexman, P. M., Hino, Y., & Lupker, S. J. (2004). Semantic ambiguity and the process of
generating meaning from print. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning,
Memory, and Cognition, 30(6), 1252-1270.
Does body-rime consistency influence reading aloud?
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Anastasia Ulicheva1,2 and Max Coltheart3
1
Royal Holloway University of London
2
University of Hong Kong
3
Macquarie University, Australia
anastasia.ulicheva@gmail.com
A widely held view in the study of reading aloud is that the variability with
which word-final orthographic segments (like OWN) are pronounced (GROWN vs.
BROWN) influences the speed of reading English monosyllables. This is called the
“body-consistency effect”. We will present the analysis of reading latencies from the
English Lexicon Project and novel experimental data that challenge the idea that bodyconsistency influences reading-aloud latencies. These data suggest that the consistency
of graphemes, not bodies, is what matters in reading aloud.
Balota, D., Yap, M., Cortese, M., Hutchison, K., Kessler, B., Loftis, B., Neely, J.,
Nelson, D., Simpson, G., Treiman, R. (2007). The English Lexicon Project.
Behavior Research Methods, 39. 445-459.
The neuromagnetic time-course of semantic ambiguity resolution in speech
comprehension
Lucy J MacGregor1, Jennifer M Rodd2, Olaf Hauk1 and Matthew H
Davis1
1
MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge
2
University College London
lucy.macgregor@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
Semantically ambiguous words challenge sentence comprehension, particularly
when the disambiguating context is delayed and serves to select a non-dominant
meaning making reinterpretation necessary. We investigated neural responses associated
with meaning selection and reinterpretation during semantic ambiguity resolution using
MEG/EEG. Volunteers listened to spoken sentences containing AMBIGUOUS words
and delayed disambiguation (e.g., Sally worried that the BALL was going to be too
crowded). These sentences engage selection/reinterpretation processes compared to
sentences: (1) containing unambiguous control words (e.g. PUB substituted for BALL)
or (2) in which the final word no longer favours the non-dominant meaning (expensive,
not crowded). Listeners heard four variants of 80 such sentences in a two-by-two
factorial design allowing us to assess responses associated with initial meaning
activation and subsequent reinterpretation of ambiguous words. Greater activity for
ambiguous compared to control words was observed over left fronto-temporal regions
420-800 msec after word offset. This response correlated positively with individual
differences in comprehension which was predicted by participants’ vocabulary scores.
Reinterpretation was not associated with additional neural responses, but a measure of
the surprisal of sentence-final words was negatively correlated with comprehension and
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with activity over right fronto-temporal regions. Implications for the neurocognitive
mechanisms of ambiguity resolution will be discussed.
Neuro-computational modelling of lexico-syntactic representation and integration during
speech comprehension
Hun S Choi, Billi Randall, Barry J Devereux and Lorraine K Tyler
University of Cambridge
hun@csl.psychol.cam.ac.uk
To understand spoken language, listeners must rapidly activate the lexical
properties of words and integrate them into the developing sentential and discourse
representation. Little is known about the neurobiological systems involved in these timesensitive processes. Here, we use EEG/MEG to track the spatio-temporal properties of
the activation of the syntactic properties of words and whether they place constraints on
the integration of upcoming words. We take advantage of developments in
computational linguistics to derive cognitive models of linguistic variables from largescale corpora and test them against multivariate neural activity patterns millisecond by
millisecond using EMEG.
Listeners heard sentences containing a main verb whose relative frequency
distribution of possible subcategorisation frames (SCFs) was from corpus statistics.
Verbs were followed by one of two function words whose probability, given the SCF of
the verb, was also calculated. These measures enabled us to determine (a) how early
lexico-syntactic information is activated and (b) how this affects probabilistic syntactic
integration.
We found SCF effects in LH fronto-temporal language regions 200ms after main
verb onset in LpMTG gradually moving into LIFG. Syntactic integration only involved
LIFG. These results differentiate the spatio-temporal properties of lexico-syntactic
activation and how it constrains upcoming words.
Effects of lexico-syntactic information on long-distance syntactic structure building
during spoken language comprehension
Barry Devereux, Billi Randall, William Marslen-Wilson and Lorraine K
Tyler
University of Cambridge
barry@csl.psychol.cam.ac.uk
Understanding spoken sentences involves the incremental integration of the
speech stream into a coherent representation of the utterance’s structure and meaning.
Previous neuroimaging studies investigating integrative processes in sentence
comprehension have often either manipulated syntactic complexity whilst eliminating
lexical influences, or have manipulated lexical properties only in the context of simple
grammatical structure. In this MEG study, we investigate how lexically-driven
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expectations and syntactic complexity interact over time by analysing how corpusderived statistical models of lexico-syntactic information influence the multivariate
spatiotemporal dynamics of long-distance structure building. Participants listened to
sentences where a relative clause construction created a syntactically complex longdistance dependency. We manipulated the lexico-syntactic expectations associated with
the verbs in the sentences, such that the complex syntactic structure was either expected
or unexpected depending on properties of the verbs. In source-space MEG RSA
analysis, we found significant sensitivity to lexico-syntactic access in MTG, as well as
later sensitivity to the unexpected long-distance dependency structures in bilateral STG
and left MTG. These results are important in demonstrating how specific lexical
knowledge about verbs – modelled using corpus data – interacts with complex syntactic
processing during spoken language comprehension, yielding a detailed picture of
processes of incremental integration in sentence processing.
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Stirling Face Recognition Scale (SFRS): A self-report tool for assessing individual
differences in face recognition
Anna K Bobak, Viktoria R Mileva and Peter J B Hancock
University of Stirling
a.k.bobak@stir.ac.uk
Self-report plays a pivotal role in identification of super-recognisers (SRs), but
anecdotal evidence of superior face recognition skills is not always corroborated by the
results of behavioural tests. In fact, the vast majority of studies have reported weak-tomoderate correlations between single-question scales and face recognition measured by
well-established behavioural tasks, such as the Cambridge Face Memory and Cambridge
Face Perception Test. With the expanding field of research into SRs and growing
interest of national security agencies to identify such individuals, there is a clear need
for a time-efficient screening tool to distinguish top performing individuals who can
subsequently undergo a detailed neuropsychological assessment and to generally assess
face processing abilities in new recruits. To address this issue, we devised a 20- item
scale aiming to evaluate individual differences in face recognition across the whole
spectrum of face recognition ability (from poor to exceptional). Initial results suggest
that the SFRS correlates well with performance on face memory and face perception
tests. The freely available questionnaire would allow for an accurate estimation of
individuals’ face recognition ability in a timely fashion and could make a valuable
assessment tool for agencies where intact face recognition ability is a pivotal part of the
job.
Retrieval induced updating of unfamiliar face memories
Matthew Plummer, Stuart Gibson, Yan Wang and Zara Bergström
University of Kent
mlp30@kent.ac.uk
Episodic memories are susceptible to updating, especially when actively
reconstructed during retrieval compared to when information is passively re-studied.
This retrieval-induced updating phenomenon is prominent for associative and
autobiographical memories (Bridge & Voss, 2014; St.Jacques, Olm & Schacter, 2013).
However, it is not known whether item memories are vulnerable to updating. The
present research investigated recognition memory updating of unfamiliar face memories.
Participants learnt unfamiliar face targets before undergoing memory ‘refresh’, where
face targets were presented with distractor foil faces. Active refresh required participants
to select the target based on active memory retrieval, whilst passive refresh cued
participants to select a pre-determined face. A subsequent recognition test required
participants to retrieve and select all learnt targets. To assess memory accuracy, we
measured the proportion of final test trials where the correct target was selected. To
assess memory updating, we measured the proportion of final test trials where the same
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face was chosen as during the preceding refresh phase. Results showed that memory
accuracy was greater for passive refresh, whilst memory updating was more likely
following active refresh. These results support the hypothesis that retrieval induced
updating occurs also for item memories.
Bridge, D. J. & Voss, J. L. (2014). Hippocampal Binding of Novel Information with
Dominant Memory Traces Can Support Both Memory Stability and Change. The
Journal of Neuroscience, 34(6), 2203-2213.
St. Jacques, P. L., Olm, C., & Schacter, D.L. (2013). Neural mechanisms of reactivationrelated updating that enhance and distort memory. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences USA, 110, 19671-19678.
Other-race effect in hyper-realistic mask detection: a new challenge for facial
identification
Jet G Sanders1, Yoshiyuki Ueda2, Sakiko Yoshikawa2 and Rob Jenkins1
1
University of York
2
Kyoto University, Japan
jgs514@york.ac.uk
Recent use of hyper-realistic silicone masks in criminal settings suggests that
these masks are both effective in disguising identity and difficult to detect. In two
separate studies we examined conditions where viewers detected the masks rather than
accepting them as real, comparing British and Japanese participants. In Study 1, viewers
were strikingly poor at distinguishing between real faces and hyper-realistic masks
onscreen, even when they knew that masks were present. Study 2 shows that the task is
also difficult when viewing live models outdoors, especially at long distance. Results
show that British participants outperformed Japanese participants, suggesting that other
race viewers have a disadvantage in their position to detect hyper-realistic masks. Our
findings suggest that more targeted strategies—such as analysis of facial expression or
facial speech—may be required if silicone masks are to be reliably detected, perhaps
separately for own- and other race viewers.
Examining the impact of age on eyewitness memory
David P Morgan1, Stacy Wetmore2, Laura Mickes1 and David Shanks3
1

Royal Holloway University of London
Butler University, Indianapolis
3
University College London
david.morgan.2012@live.rhul.ac.uk
2

Eyewitness memory can be crucial in criminal proceedings. Recommendations
given to triers of guilt fail to distinguish between two types of accuracy in eyewitness
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memory: discrimination (memory for a crime) and reliability (trustworthiness of a
memory for a crime). This distinction is important because memory can still be reliable
for a given memory despite poor discrimination. For instance, older adults may have
poorer overall memory, but when they are highly confident in their memory they may be
just as accurate as younger adults. While children and older adults are increasingly
involved in criminal investigations, the impact of age on discrimination and reliability is
yet to be determined. We examine discrimination (measured using Receiver Operating
Characteristic) and reliability (measured using Confidence-Accuracy Characteristic)
across 3-79 year olds (n = 597). Participants watched a mock crime video, identified a
lineup member or rejected the lineup, and were given a recognition memory test about
details of the crime. Children had poorer discrimination and reliability for both the
lineup and recognition memory task compared to all other ages, whilst older and young
adults had comparable levels of discrimination and reliability. The findings, if
replicated, have significant practical value for the UK judiciary.
Verbal labels in working memory? Memory for colours and shapes in healthy cognitive
ageing
Alicia Forsberg, Wendy Johnson and Robert Logie
University of Edinburgh
s1040997@sms.ed.ac.uk
Visual Working Memory (WM) tends to decline more rapidly with ageing than
verbal WM. Therefore, older adults might rely more on verbal strategies to remember
visually presented stimuli. We compared memory for colours and shapes that were
easier or harder to label verbally in younger and older adults. Overall, memory was
better for items that were easier to label, and younger participants performed better than
older. Older adults had a significantly larger performance drop between easy- and
difficult-to-name colours, which could be consistent with successful use of verbal
memory strategies. However, such an age-related benefit for easy-to-label items was not
observed for memory for shapes.
Aftereffects of retrieval stopping: Evidence from a dot-probe task
Satoru Nishiyama and Satoru Saito
Kyoto University, Japan
nishiyama.satoru.73z@st.kyoto-u.ac.jp
The think/no-think (TNT) paradigm requires retrieval stopping of items that are
associated with certain cues. Retrieval stopping not only impairs later recall of the items,
but some aftereffects are caused by the suppression cues (e.g., in a flanker task; Hertel &
Hayes, 2015). To examine the aftereffects in more detail, we introduced a dot-probe task
that followed the TNT phase. Participants who recorded negative attentional biases in
the dot-probe task (i.e., target detection was faster when presented at a different location
from the probe that was a suppression cue in the TNT phase than when presented in the
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same location) showed poor recall performance for suppressed items in the later recall
phase compared to those who recorded positive attentional biases. This pattern was
observed only when participants were required to suppress memory items with certain
cues during the TNT task (direct suppression), but not when they were required to think
about the substitute instead of the memory items (thought substitution). The results
suggest that suppression cues in direct suppression trigger some inhibitory processes,
leading to the slowing down of target detection in the dot-probe task.
Hertel, P. T., & Hayes, J. A. (2015). Distracted by cues for suppressed memories.
Psychological Science, 26, 775-783.
Does working memory capacity contribute to age differences in task switching
performance?
Marike O’Donnell, Chris Jarrold, Rebecca Saw and Félice van ‘t Wout
University of Bristol
mo15306@bristol.ac.uk
It is well established in the literature that executive control improves across
childhood (e.g. Cepeda et al., 2001). This study investigates whether developmental
differences in working memory capacity can explain age-related improvements in
executive control. Participants from three different age groups (means of 6, 8 and 20
years) switched unpredictably between colour and shape identification tasks. Executive
control was indexed by the “task switch cost”, which typically reduces with age (e.g.
Kray, Eber & Karbach, 2008), while working memory load was manipulated by varying
the number of S-R rules per task (high load: 4 S-R rules, low load: 2 S-R rules). Switch
costs were found to decrease with age, but only in the low load condition. Under high
load, switch costs were reduced disproportionally for the youngest children, because of
increased repeat trial RTs. Thus age differences in the switch cost are modulated by
working memory load, suggesting that working memory plays an important role in
maintaining the rules of the currently relevant task (on repeat trials). Younger children
exhibit reduced working memory capacity, thus have greater difficulty in maintaining
complex tasks. We conclude that developmental differences in working memory
capacity can impact on measures of executive control.
Cepeda, N. J., Kramer, A. F., & Gonzalez de Sather, J. (2001). Changes in executive
control across the life span: examination of task-switching performance.
Developmental psychology, 37(5), 715.
Kray, J., Eber, J., & Karbach, J. (2008). Verbal self‐instructions in task switching: a
compensatory tool for action‐control deficits in childhood and old age?
Developmental science, 11(2), 223-236.
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The magnitude similarity effect on immediate serial recall of fractions
Yuki Tanida1, Yu Koshima2 and Masahiko Okamoto2
1
Osaka University, Japan
2
Osaka Prefecture University, Japan
yuki.tanida@gmail.com
The theory of numerical development has suggested that the precise
representation of numerical magnitude plays an important part in developing numerical
knowledge. The theory, however, has owed a lot to research involving whole numbers.
Therefore, the investigation of other types of numbers, especially fractions, should be
encouraged because they represent rational numbers, and require sophisticated
numerical knowledge (Siegler, et al., 2013). Here, we aimed to develop a new measure
for the magnitude representation of fraction knowledge. It is well known that the
performance on immediate serial recall is better for lists composed of semantically
similar words, than ones composed of semantically dissimilar words (i.e., the semantic
similarity effect). The current study investigated whether this effect extended to
fractions. Thirty university students were asked to recall four fractions immediately after
their presentation. The results showed that recall performance was better for the similar
magnitude lists than for the dissimilar magnitude lists. In addition, the size of the
magnitude similarity effect correlated with the fraction calculation score. These results
suggest that we could access the magnitude of fractions with immediate serial recall
paradigm and that the well-organised magnitude representation of fractions contributes
to the calculation of fractions.
Siegler, R. S., Fazio, L. K., Bailey, D. H., & Zhou, X. (2013). Fractions: the new frontier
for theories of numerical development. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17(1), 1319
Imagining possible selves across time: Characteristics of self-images and episodic
thoughts
Jason Hamilton and Scott N Cole
York St. John University
hamilton.jason.88@gmail.com
Thinking about our possible selves can entail thinking about self-related
imagined future events. When remembering and imagining, individuals can use both 1st
person (field) and 3rd person (observer) perspectives. There is currently a paucity of
research examining the visual perspective preferences of episodic future thoughts that
represent possible selves across time. This study hypothesised that temporally distant
participant-generated ideal self-images would elicit more observer perspective event
representations than temporally near ideal self-images and current self-images.
Additional hypotheses predicted differences in the vividness and emotional intensity of
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event representations, and the perceived likelihood for self-images. A repeated measures
design was utilised, in which sixty-eight undergraduates used IAM and IWILL BE tasks
(Rathbone et al., 2011) to generate self-images and their related event representations.
As hypothesised, observer perspective predilections increased with future temporal
distance. Hypotheses relating to vividness and likelihood were also verified. Findings
are discussed in relation to relevant theory, self-continuity and cultural life-scripts, with
recommended practical applications of visual perspective utilisation for wellbeing.
Replicating and expanding upon previous memory and future-thinking research, this
study illustrated that possible selves have distinct phenomenological differences across
temporal locations. Future research should further explore the phenomenological
characteristics of multiple possible selves.
Rathbone, C. J., Conway, M. A., & Moulin, C. J. (2011). Remembering and imagining:
The role of the self. Consciousness and Cognition, 20(4), 1175-1182.
Modeling category learning using a dual-system approach: A simulation of Shepard,
Hovland and Jenkins (1961) by COVIS
Charlotte Edmunds and Andy Wills
Plymouth University
ceredmunds@gmail.com
This paper examines the ability of a dual-system, formal model of categorization
COVIS (Ashby, Paul & Maddox, 2011) to predict the learning performance of
participants on the six category structures described in Shepard, Hovland and Jenkin's
(1961) seminal study. COVIS assumes that category learning is mediated by two
dissociable neural systems that compete to control responding. The verbal system
explicitly tests verbalizable rules, whereas the implicit system gradually associates each
stimulus with the appropriate response. Although COVIS is highly influential, there are
no published evaluations of the formal model against classic category learning data
(COVIS is most typically applied heuristically to the design of new experiments). In the
current paper, we begin to address this gap in the literature. Specifically, we demonstrate
that COVIS is able to accommodate the ordinal pattern found by Shepard et al.,
provided that adjustments consistent with the model's theoretical framework are made.
Ashby, F. G., Paul, E. J., & Maddox, W. T. (2011). COVIS. In E. M. Pothos & A. J.
Wills (Eds.), Formal Approaches in Categorization (pp. 65–87). New York, NY:
Cambridge University Press.
Shepard, R. N., Hovland, C. I., & Jenkins, H. M. (1961). Learning and memorization of
classifications. Psychological Monographs: General and Applied, 75(13), 1–42.
http://doi.org/10.1037/h0093825
Explicit mentalizing deficits in adults with higher levels of autistic traits in clinical and
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non-clinical populations
Eleanor Cole, Katie E Slocombe and Nick E Barraclough
University of York
ejc557@york.ac.uk
Previous research suggests that adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
typically display impairments on implicit but not explicit mentalizing tasks. However,
implicit and explicit tasks have differed in the stimuli used and the methods for
measuring mentalizing capabilities. We investigated the abilities of adults with and
without an ASD diagnosis to implicitly and explicitly infer others’ intentions from their
actions. In the implicit task, participants viewed hand action movies that showed actors
that were either willing or unwilling to pass objects to a partner, and decide which actors
they wanted to socially interact with. In the explicit task, participants viewed the same
movies, but were explicitly asked to infer the intentions of each actor. The levels of
autistic traits displayed by all participants were derived from a number of psychological
tests. Higher levels of autistic traits significantly predicted poorer explicit mentalizing
performances; a similar non-significant trend between autistic traits and performances
on the implicit task was found. In contrast, the eye-tracking data show that autistic traits
did not predict fixation patterns. These results suggest that adults with high levels of
autistic traits exhibit deficits in explicitly inferring the intentions of others from their
action kinematics.
Implicit mentalising in the Samson avatar task revealed by dissociation with attention
orienting
Mark R Gardner1, Aiste P Bileviciute1 and Caroline J Edmonds2
1
University of Westminster
2
University of East London
m.gardner@westminster.ac.uk
Experiments revealing spontaneous visual perspective-taking in the ‘avatar task’
(e.g., Samson et al., 2010) have been interpreted as providing important evidence for
‘implicit mentalising’ – the ability to track simple mental states in a fast and efficient
manner. However, this interpretation has been contested by a rival ‘submentalising’
account that proposes that these experiments can be explained by the general purpose
mechanisms responsible for attentional orienting. Here, we aim to discriminate between
these competing accounts by examining whether a gaze aversion manipulation expected
to enhance attention orienting would have similar effects on both perspective-taking and
attention orienting tasks. Gaze aversion was operationalised by manipulating head
position relative to torso of the avatar figures employed in two experiments (gazeaverted vs. gaze-maintained). Experiment 1 used a Posner cueing task to establish that
gaze aversion enhanced attention orienting cued by these avatars. In Experiment 2,
using the Samson avatar task, we found perspective-taking effects of equivalent
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magnitude for gaze-averted and gaze-maintained conditions. These results indicate that
gaze aversion moderated attention orienting but not perspective-taking.
This
dissociation in performance casts doubt on a submentalising account based on attention
orienting, and implies that the Samson avatar task may indeed provide evidence of
implicit mentalising.
Samson, D., Apperly, I. A., Braithwaite, J. J., Andrews, B. J., & Bodley Scott, S. E.
(2010). Seeing it their way: evidence for rapid and involuntary computation of
what other people see. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception
and Performance, 36(5), 1255 – 1266.
Autism traits and well-being in adults receiving a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorder
Charlotte Gove, Hassan Mansour and Rebecca Charlton
Goldsmiths University of London
cgove009@gold.ac.uk
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are typically diagnosed in childhood,
although some individuals do not receive a diagnosis until adulthood. Research has
suggested that young adults with ASD have lower well-being than typical developing
peers. Little is known about whether well-being changes across the lifespan or is
impacted by receiving a diagnosis. This study measured presence of ASD traits and
well-being using self-report measures in 37 individuals diagnosed with ASD in
adulthood. Participants (Male n=28, Female n=9) were aged between 18-75 years old
(Mean age=33). ASD traits were measured around the time of diagnosis and at followup, between 4–80 months after diagnosis, well-being was measured at follow-up. ASD
traits remained stable across time. Significant correlations were observed between selfreport ASD traits and well-being and both age at diagnosis and age at follow-up
questionnaire. Results indicate that older adults receiving a diagnosis report more ASD
traits than younger adults; and that lower self-rated well-being was associated with later
diagnosis. Findings suggest that ASD traits are not necessarily lower in late-diagnosed
individuals, but also that late diagnosis has a detrimental effect on individuals’ wellbeing.
Well-being and sleep in Autism Spectrum Disorders across the lifespan
Deborah Luxon, Charlotte Gove, Hassan Mansour and Rebecca A
Charlton
Goldsmiths University of London
dluxo001@gold.ac.uk
Young adults with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) have lower well-being and
poorer sleep compared to typical developing peers (TDP). As yet very little is known
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about ASD across the lifespan. Some studies suggest improved well-being and reduced
ASD symptoms with age in ASD, but others do not. We measured self-rated well-being,
sleep quality and autism traits in adults with ASD (n=37) and age-matched TDP (n=40),
aged 19-66 years, with abilities in the normal range. Adults with ASD reported lower
ratings on well-being and sleep quality compared to TDP. Among TDP well-being
scores increased with age, but the ASD group demonstrated a trend for poorer wellbeing with age. No significant associations between age and sleep quality or ASD traits
were observed in either group. Across the adult lifespan individuals with ASD continue
to report poor well-being and sleep quality. Well-being increased with age in TDP,
whereas a decline in well-being was observed with age in adults with ASD. We found
no evidence that ASD traits were reduced across the lifespan. Findings suggest that
individuals with ASD continue to be at risk for low well-being and poor sleep during
ageing, and this may require careful monitoring and intervention.
Ageing with autism traits: Examining ageing in the Broad Autism Phenotype
Gavin R Stewart and Rebecca A Charlton
Goldsmiths University of London
gstew001@gold.ac.uk
The Broad Autism Phenotype (BAP) describes a set of characteristics, common
in Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), occurring at a subclinical level in the typical
population. Little is known about the impact of ageing on the BAP or ASD, but
cognitive difficulties such as reduced executive function are common in both ageing and
ASD. Previous studies of self-report executive function abilities have found poorer
performance in a BAP group compared to a typical ageing (TA) group. In this study we
measured executive function abilities of cognitive flexibility (trail making test) and
working memory (digit span) in adults aged over 60 years old. Presence of BAP traits
was measured with the BAP questionnaire, and individuals were assigned to a BAP or
TA group based on a clinical cut-off. Preliminary results show that individuals in the
BAP group had significantly poorer performance on executive function measures
despite equivalent age and intelligence. Results suggest that the BAP could confer
additional risk to cognitive functions in later life, but it is not clear whether this pattern
is observed in ASD. Future studies should examine ageing in ASD, which has largely
been unexplored to date.
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New UK-based dominance norms for ambiguous words
Rebecca A Gilbert, Hannah N Betts, Rachel Jose and Jennifer M Rodd
University College London
becky.gilbert@ucl.ac.uk
Words with multiple meanings (e.g., BARK of the tree/dog) have provided
important insights into several key topics within psycholinguistics (see Vitello & Rodd,
2015 for recent review). Experiments that use such words require stimuli to be carefully
controlled for the relative frequency (dominance) of the words’ different meanings, as
this property has pervasive effects on numerous tasks. Dominance information is
typically taken from word association norms: by measuring the proportion of
participants who respond to the word BARK with dog-related or tree-related words (e.g.
WOOF vs. BRANCH) researchers can estimate participant’s relative preferences for
these meanings. Currently, the only available large scale dominance norms use USbased participants, which are unsuitable for experiments using UK participants as word
usage can differ dramatically between these groups. Such differences are most evident in
words with different dominant meanings in these countries (e.g., GAS, TRUNK), but
there also may be small, but important, differences in usage that influence most words.
Here we present the summary statistics from a project that collates word association
responses from a set of ten recent word association experiments and describe how the
raw data and dominance norms will be made available online to researchers.
Vitello, S. & Rodd, J. M. (2015). Resolving semantic ambiguities in sentences:
Cognitive processes and brain mechanisms. Language and Linguistics Compass,
9 (10), 391-405.
Between- and within-dialects variation in experience with the meanings of ambiguous
words
Greg Maciejewski and Ekaterini Klepousniotou
University of Leeds
psgm@leeds.ac.uk
Our experience with the different meanings of ambiguous words (e.g., “money/
river bank”) guides the process of language comprehension, such that we normally
disambiguate these words towards their high-frequency meaning. Here, we examined
whether experience with the meanings of ambiguous words, or meaning frequency,
varies across individuals. We collected meaning-frequency ratings for 100 ambiguous
words from 100 native speakers living throughout the UK. The study revealed
considerable inter-individual variation, suggesting that meaning frequency varies
depending on one’s actual exposure to the different meanings of words. Our ratings also
differed from those in analogous American-English norms (Armstrong, Tokowicz, &
Plaut, 2012), pointing to important dialectal differences in the way we encounter and use
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words with multiple interpretations. Contrary to popular assumption, the study shows
that meaning frequency may be a fluid property of ambiguous words that adapts to our
linguistic experience and environment. The findings are consistent and clarify further
the results of a recent study (Rodd et al., 2016) that showed that both long-term and
recent experience determines speakers’ preferences for the different meanings of words.
Armstrong, B. C., Tokowicz, N., & Plaut, D. C. (2012). eDom: Norming software and
relative meaning frequencies for 544 English homonyms. Behavior Research
Methods, 44(4), 1015-1027.
Rodd, J. M., Cai, Z. G., Betts, H. N., Hanby, B., Hutchinson, C., & Adler, A. (2016).
The impact of recent and long-term experience on access to word meanings:
Evidence from large-scale internet-based experiments. Journal of Memory and
Language, 87, 16-37.
The effect of social context on overimitation of actions
Sujatha Krishnan-Barman and Antonia Hamilton
University College London
sujatha.krishnan-barman.14@ucl.ac.uk
Overimitation involves copying features of a goal-directed action that are causally
irrelevant to the end goal, thereby compromising efficiency. While some studies have
shown that adults overimitate to a high degree (Custance, Prato-Previde, Spiezio,
Rigamonti, & Poli, 2006; Flynn & Smith, 2012) there are multiple explanatory accounts
of why they do so. This study examines whether overimitation is influenced by social
context. 24 pairs of participants played a virtual-reality game involving moving blocks
in a specified order based on a computer demonstration. In each pair one player was
designated as the leader and was explicitly instructed to copy the trajectory of the
computer demonstration, which involved certain exaggerated movements. The follower
was not given any such explicit instructions. Nevertheless, it was found that the
trajectory of the follower’s movements was correlated with those of the leader’s
movements. Further, the strength of this correlation was higher in the social condition
(when the leader watched the follower make their movements) than in the non-social
condition where the leader could not see the follower. This suggests that the degree of
overimitation shown by the follower was influenced by whether they were acting in a
social context or perceived themselves to be acting alone.
Custance, D., Prato-Previde, E., Spiezio, C., Rigamonti, M. M., & Poli, M. (2006).
Social learning in pig-tailed macaques (Macaca nemestrina) and adult humans
(Homo sapiens) on a two-action artificial fruit. Journal of Comparative
Psychology, 120(3), 303–313. http://doi.org/10.1037/0735-7036.120.3.303
Flynn, E., & Smith, K. (2012). Investigating the mechanisms of cultural acquisition:
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How pervasive is overimitation in adults? Social Psychology, 43(4), 185–195.
http://doi.org/10.1027/1864-9335/a000119
Adult age differences in eye-guidance during Chinese reading
Sha Li1, Jingxin Wang1, Lin Li1 and Kevin B Paterson2*
1
Tianjin Normal University, China
2
University of Leicester
llesq@outlook.com
Evidence indicates that young adults use cues to the length of upcoming words
to guide their eye movements when reading Chinese (Li, Liu, & Rayner, 2011).
However, it is unclear if the greater reading difficulty experienced by older Chinese
readers is associated with less effective use of these parafoveal cues to word length.
Accordingly, to address this issue, we recorded the eye movements of young adult (1821 years) and older adult (65+ years) native Chinese readers presented with sentences
containing either a 2- or 4-character target word. Target words of each length were
matched for the complexity of their first character, frequency of written usage and
predictability in sentences. Typical patterns of age-related reading difficulty were
observed. In addition, word length effects were observed for the young but not the older
adults for words receiving only one first-pass fixation, and for neither age-group for
words receiving multiple first-pass fixations. These results add to the evidence that
Chinese readers produce typical word length effects when word boundaries can be
identified parafoveally, but reveal that the effectives of this parafoveal processing
declines with age. We consider the implications of these findings for understanding
changes in Chinese reading behavior in older age.
Li, X., Liu, P., & Rayner, K. (2011). Eye movement guidance in Chinese reading: Is
there a preferred viewing location? Vision Research, 51, 1146-1156.
The role of defaultness and personality factors in sarcasm interpretation: Evidence from
eye-tracking during reading
Ruth Filik1, Hannah Howman1, Christina Ralph-Nearman1 and Rachel
Giora2
1
University of Nottingham
2
Tel Aviv University, Israel
ruth.filik@nottingham.ac.uk
Traditionally, theorists have debated whether our ability to understand sarcasm is
principally determined by the context (e.g. Gibbs, 1994; Utsumi, 2000), or by properties
of the comment itself (e.g. Giora, 2003, Grice, 1975). The aim of the current research
was to investigate an alternative view; that negation generates nonliteral interpretations
by default (e.g. Giora, Givoni, & Fein, 2015). We monitored participants’ eye
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movements while they read affirmative and negative utterances (e.g. ‘He is the best
lawyer/He is not the best lawyer’) for which the context would indicate either a literal or
sarcastic interpretation. Results showed that affirmative sarcastic utterances (‘He is the
best lawyer’) took longer to read than the same statement intended literally, whereas
negative sarcastic utterances (‘He is not the best lawyer’) were faster to process than
literal counterparts. In addition, affirmative sarcastic utterances were more difficult than
negative sarcastic utterances. Results from a second eye-tracking experiment suggest
that a reader’s tendency to interpret negative phrases sarcastically is related to their level
of indirect aggression. Our findings suggest that negation leads to certain ambiguous
utterances receiving sarcastic interpretations by default (which cannot be explained by
traditional theoretical accounts), and that this process may be influenced by personality
factors.
Gibbs, R. W. (1994). Figurative thought and figurative language. In M. A.
Gernsbacher (Ed.), Handbook of psycholinguistics (pp. 411–446). San Diego, CA:
Academic Press.
Giora, R. (2003). On our mind: Salience, context and figurative language. New York:
Oxford University Press.
Giora, R., Givoni, S., & Fein, F. (2015). Defaultness reigns: The case of sarcasm.
Metaphor and Symbol, 30, 290-313.
Utsumi, A. (2000). Verbal irony as implicit display of ironic environment:
Distinguishing ironic utterances from nonirony. Journal of Pragmatics, 32,
1777-1806.
Social modulation of syntactic alignment: An investigation using avatars
Madeleine Payne, Joanna Hale and Antonia Hamilton
University College London
m.payne@ucl.ac.uk
Mimicry can manifest in linguistic or non-linguistic forms, which have typically
been studied with contrasting approaches. While linguistic alignment is argued to result
from automatic activation in the language processing system (Garrod & Pickering,
2004), non-linguistic mimicry is thought to have a social function, to be used as a tool
for affiliation (Wang & Hamilton, 2012). We examined whether linguistic alignment
might have a similar function in social interaction to non-linguistic mimicry.
Participants interacted with two avatars, one that held similar attitudes and another that
held dissimilar attitudes to them. They played a turn-taking picture-matching game, in
which the avatar described pictures in either passive or active voice and the participants’
syntactic choices were recorded. Participant descriptions showed syntactic alignment
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with preceding avatar descriptions. However, despite significant differences in
participants’ self-reported affiliation scores between the avatars, no significant effect of
the avatar’s similarity on the extent of syntactic alignment was found. The results show
that syntactic alignment can be demonstrated using a highly controlled avatar design.
However, further research is needed in order to draw stronger conclusions about the
influence of social context on syntactic alignment.
Garrod, S., & Pickering, M. J. (2004). Why is conversation so easy? Trends in cognitive
sciences, 8(1), 8-11.
Wang, Y., & Hamilton, A. F. D. C. (2012). Social top-down response modulation
(STORM): a model of the control of mimicry in social interaction. Towards a
neuroscience of social interaction, 160.
You talking to me? The influence of social anxiety, activity, and framing onto gaze
aversion during a skype interaction
Hassan Mansour and Gustav Kuhn
Goldsmiths University of London
ps301hm@gold.ac.uk
Gaze Aversion is thought to play a central role in the development and
maintenance of Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD), but the evidence supporting this view is
mixed. Whilst naturalistic observations reveal increased eye contact in individuals with
SAD, eye tracking studies using static pictures observed reduced eye contact. The
current study examined the relationship between gaze aversion and SAD whilst also
considering social activity (talking vs listening) and framing (real or simulated social
interaction). Participants were asked to listen and talk to another person via Skype,
whilst having their eye movements tracked. Half of the participants were informed that
the conversation was pre-recorded, whist the other half were told that they were
interacting with a real ‘live’ person. Findings suggest that SAD is associated with
increased GA towards the whole face but not the eyes. Social activity also influenced
eye movements, with increased SAD being associated with reduced eye contact during
the talking rather than listening conditions. Finally, framing also appears to have a topdown influence, with convinced participants producing more eye-contact in the ‘live’
Skype condition. This study provides us with a new paradigm to study social
interactions in a controlled environment and explains previous discrepancies within the
literature.
Horley, K., Williams, L. M., Gonsalvez, C., & Gordon, E. (2003). Social phobics do not
see eye to eye: A visual scanpath study of emotional expression processing.
Journal of anxiety disorders, 17(1), 33-44.
Wieser, M. J., Pauli, P., Alpers, G. W., & Mühlberger, A. (2009). Is eye to eye contact
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really threatening and avoided in social anxiety?—An eye-tracking and
psychophysiology study. Journal of anxiety disorders, 23(1), 93-103.
The eyes that bind us: Interpersonal sense of agency during joint attention
Lisa J Stephenson, S Gareth Edwards, Emma E Howard and Andrew P
Bayliss
University of East Anglia
lisa.stephenson@uea.ac.uk
We investigated whether initiating joint attention elicits a sense of agency over
another’s gaze response during a simulated interpersonal interaction. In two
experiments, we used temporal binding (the subjective compression of a time interval
between an action and its outcome) as an implicit measure of agency. Participants
initiated a joint attention bid by making an intentional saccade to an object (“gaze
leading”) when it appeared during an active task, and maintained fixation on an
onscreen face or an object throughout, during passive tasks. An onscreen face always
shifted gaze to look at the object after a time interval. Participants reproduced the time
interval between the object’s appearance and the gaze response and self-reported explicit
sense of agency. We also explored any effects of the onscreen virtual partner having
direct gaze or closed eyes at the outset. Firstly, we show that temporal binding results
from action-outcomes in response to intentional saccades, during joint attention, in the
same way as other motor actions. Secondly, we show that binding can also occur, but
significantly attenuated, without an intentional saccade if gaze is followed to an object.
Smaller hands, bigger head: a perceptual trend in artistic portraits
Nicole Ruta, Alistair Burleigh and Robert Pepperell
Cardiff Metropolitan University
niruta@cardiffmet.ac.uk
Analysis of painted portraits shows that artists often paint their sitters’ hands
smaller than they should be. We suggest this reflects a perceptual process in which
peripherally viewed objects appear smaller than those in central vision (Bianchi et al.,
2008; Pepperell & Haertel, 2014). We calculated a Relationship Index (RI) between
head and hand size from anthropometrical measurements (Peebles & Norris, 2008;
Greener, 1990) and then measured the same RI in 116 painted portraits of males and
females made before and after linear perspective (30 of each gender pre- and 28 of each
post-perspective) and in 60 photographs, comparing them with the anthropometric
value. Results showed that the mean RI for both paintings (Pre: M=6.0, SD=1.06; Post:
M=5.6, SD=1.19) and photographs (M=4.7, SD= .4) were significantly smaller
compared to the anthropometric value (p< .001). We found a significant main effect of
gender (F (1, 56)= 29.03, p < .001) that interacted with art period (F (1, 56)= 9.779, p =
.003), in which male hands were depicted significantly bigger post-perspective, while
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female hands size did not change over time. These results support the idea that paintings
reflect the way artists perceive visual space, which is affected by the adoption of linear
perspective after 1500.
Bianchi, I., Savardi, U., & Bertamini, M. (2008). Estimation and representation of head
size (people overestimate the size of their head–evidence starting from the
15th century). British Journal of Psychology, 99(4), 513-531.
Pepperell, R., & Haertel, M. (2014). Do artists use linear perspective to depict visual
space? Perception, 43(5), 395-416.
Peebles , L., Norris, B. (2003) Filling ‘gaps’ in strength data for design. Applied
ergonomics, 34, 73-88.
Greener, T. M. (1990) Hand anthropometric of U.S. Army personnel. Technical report.
Calorie labels may encourage more exercise-related thoughts and greater intention to
exercise than activity labels
Dawn Liu and Marie Juanchich
University of Essex
dliuxi@essex.ac.uk
Proponents of a new ‘activity-equivalent’ calorie labelling system for food
believe that featuring images of exercise and the physical activity time required to utilise
the energy in food may encourage consumers to partake in exercise (RSPH, 2016). This
may occur through the process of semantic priming (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971),
where visually encountering a concept makes the concept more mentally accessible, and
more favourably judged. An experiment (N = 142) tested how the format of labels (with
an exercise image vs. only words) and representation of energy (‘activity’ vs. ‘calorie)
affected mental accessibility of exercise in a word-fragment completion task and
participants’ behavioural intentions for exercise. Results showed that participants
exposed to calorie labels actually produced more exercise-related words and viewed an
hypothetical exercise scenario as being shorter and more enjoyable. Energy
representations using activity information were associated with higher intentions to
exercise when the label used an image of exercise, but the same image produced lower
intentions to exercise when accompanied by calorie information. The results suggest that
the concept of ‘calories’ may already prime thoughts about exercise, thus supporting the
opposite hypothesis, that calorie labels are more effective than activity labels in
encouraging exercise behaviours.
Royal Society for Public Health, UK. (2016). Introducing “activity-equivalent” calorie
labelling to tackle obesity.
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Meyer, D.E., & Schvaneveldt, R.W. (1971). Facilitation in recognizing pairs of words:
Evidence of a dependence between retrieval operations. Journal of Experimental
Psychology, 90, 227-234. doi:10.1037/h0031564
The effect of context shift on the inverse base rate effect
Angus Inkster, Chris Mitchell and Andy Wills
University of Plymouth
angus.inkster@students.plymouth.ac.uk
The Inverse Base Rate Effect (IBRE) is an experimental effect first reported by
Medin and Edelson (1988), whereby a compound stimulus (AB) is presented more
frequently than another compound stimulus (AC). These stimuli share one element and
differ on another. Participants learn to associate the more frequently presented stimulus
with a common response and the rarer stimulus with a rare response. When the
compound of the differing elements (BC) is presented at test, participants respond with
the rare response in a greater proportion than the common response. This is unexpected
given that they see the common stimulus more often and so should it should capture
more attention. To explain this effect the current study investigates the effect of context
shift on learning. In our study we use a veterinarian paradigm, with the context
manipulation being the diagnosis of cats or dogs. Given that IBRE is demonstrated
under conditions where associative strength and attention is dissociated, context is a way
of explaining this dissociation. The present experiment finds the classic IBRE result and
opens avenues for future investigation.
Medin, D. L., & Edelson, S.M. (1988) Problem Structure and the use of base-rate
information from experience. Journal of Experimental Psychology. General,
117, 68-85.
Investigating the enactment effect for actions versus objects: A developmental study
Angie Makri and Christopher Jarrold
University of Bristol
angie.makri@bristol.ac.uk
Previous research has shown that enactment during the recall phase of verbally
presented information facilitates performance in children and adults (Gathercole et al.,
2008; Allen & Waterman, 2014).This project examined separately memory for actions
and memory for objects in 4 enactment-verbal conditions (enactment or verbal encoding
with enactment or verbal recall) in a within subjects design. Twenty four Year 3 children
completed the study in 2 sessions. Participants also completed two short term memory
(STM) tasks consisting of the same items used in the actual experiment (verbs and
digits). The results showed a benefit of enactment at encoding as well as enactment at
recall however this effect was mediated by probe type; enactment at encoding facilitated
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memory for objects while enactment at recall yielded greater performance for the action
items. STM data showed that participants recalled a significantly greater number of
digits than verbs, a finding that is consistent with participants’ performance in the main
task. Additionally, a correlation analysis between STM and the main task revealed that
memory performance for items that have been encoded through enactment is
independent of STM capacity. On the contrary, STM scores were highly correlated with
verbal encoding performance.
Allen, R. J., & Waterman, A. H. (2014). How does enactment affect the ability to follow
instructions in working memory? Memory & Cognition, 43, 555–561.
doi:10.3758/s13421-014-0481-3
Gathercole, S. E., Durling, E., Evans, M., Jeffcock, S., & Stone, S. (2008). Working
memory abilities and children’s performance in laboratory analogues of
classroom activities. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 22, 1019–1037.
doi:10.1002/acp
The Bangor Voice Matching Test: A standardised test to assess voice perception ability
Constanze Muhl1, Orla Sheil1, Lina Jarutyte2 and Patricia EG
Bestelmeyer1
1
Bangor University
2
University of Bristol
(Sponsor: Dave Carey)
psp670@bangor.ac.uk
Recognising the identity of conspecifics is an important, yet highly variable skill.
Approximately 2% of the population suffers from a socially debilitating deficit in face
recognition. More recently the existence of a similar deficit in voice perception has
emerged (phonagnosia). Face perception tests are readily available, yet the construction
of standardised voice perception tests has been neglected. The Bangor Voice Matching
Test (BVMT) is a new standardised test for voice matching ability. Participants make a
same/different identity decision after hearing two voice samples. Initial testing with a
long test version in a large sample (N = 457) provided data for subsequent item selection
for an easy-to-administer, shorter test version. Item Response Theory guided item
selection to ensure that the test discriminates between a range of abilities. Norms for
young adults were assessed in a new sample (N = 149). With a high test-retest reliability
(r = .86) and short assessment duration (~10 minutes) the BVMT examines individual
abilities reliably and quickly. This makes the test a promising screening tool for
participants with phonagnosia as well as possible super-recognisers, and provides a
starting point for the more systematic exploration of individual differences in voice
perception abilities in the healthy population.
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Approach response for smooth curvature: an ERP study
Letizia Palumbo1 Neil Harrison1 and Marco Bertamini2
1
Liverpool Hope University
2
University of Liverpool
palumbl@hope.ac.uk
Hedonic responses for smooth curvature, as opposed to sharp angularity, has been
reported for a variety of visual stimuli (Bar & Neta, 2007; Bertamini et al., 2015;
Vartanian et al., 2013). However, the nature of this preference is unclear.
Palumbo et al. (2015) found an automatic association of curved shapes with
positive (or “safe”) concepts and angular shapes with negative (or “dangerous”)
concepts (Implicit Association Task - IAT). However, curved shapes triggered approach
whereas angular shapes did not elicit avoidance (Stimulus Response Compatibility Task
- SRCT). In the current study this pattern of results has been replicated with an
emotional regulation paradigm (Bamford et al., 2015) in combination with the EEG
technique. Specifically, the Late Positive Potential (LPP, 500ms after stimulus onset
over parietal scalp sites) increased while participants approached rather than avoided
curved shapes. In contrast, with angular shapes no difference on the amplitude of the
LPP was found between approach and avoidance.
These results show that visual preference for curvature does involve an affective
reaction. Future research will focus on the role that Gestalt properties of curvature (i.e.
collinearity and good continuation) and its associated sensorimotor processes might play
on preference.
Bamford, S., Broyd, S. J., Benikos, N., Ward, R., Wiersema, J. R., & Sonuga-Barke, E.
(2015). The late positive potential: A neural marker of the regulation of emotionbased approach-avoidance actions? Biological psychology, 105, 115-123.
Bar, M., & Neta, M. (2007). Visual elements of subjective preference modulate
amygdala activation. Neuropsychologia, 45, 2191-2200.
Bertamini, M., Palumbo, L., Gheorghes, T. N., & Galatsidas, M. (2016). Do observers
like curvature or do they dislike angularity? British Journal of Psychology, 107(1),
154-178.
Palumbo, L., Ruta, N., & Bertamini, M. (2015). Comparing Angular and Curved Shapes
in Terms of Implicit Associations and Approach/Avoidance Responses. PloS
one, 10(10), e0140043.
Vartanian, O., et al. Navarrete, G., Chatterjee, A., Brorson Fich, L., Leder, H., Modroño,
C., …Skov, M. (2013). Impact of contour on aesthetic judgments and approachavoidance decisions in architecture. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA, 110, 10446-10453.
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Judging the duration of painful and non-painful stimuli
Andrea Piovesan, Laura Mirams, Helen Poole, David Moore and Ruth
Ogden
Liverpool John Moores University
a.piovesan@2015.ljmu.ac.uk
Pain has physiological and psychological consequences[1], notably interfering
with cognition and distracting from ongoing tasks[2]. Previous work from our laboratory
has shown a marked overestimation of presentation duration for stimuli associated with
pain in comparison with stimuli associated with no-pain[3]. Pain therefore appears to
lengthen the perceived duration of events.
We report two experiments which further explore these effects by examining 1)
the effect of pain intensity and 2) the effect of pain focus, on perceived duration. In
Experiment 1, participants judged the duration of moderately painful, mildly painful and
not painful electro-cutaneous stimulation (pain focus). The results showed that higher
intensity stimuli were perceived as lasting for longer than low intensity stimuli. In
Experiment 2, participants were placed in 2 minute states of moderate pain, mild pain or
no pain using thermal stimulation. Whilst in these states participants judged the duration
of neutral visual stimuli (pain background). The results showed that as the state of pain
increased in intensity, duration judgements shortened.
Pain therefore has opposing effects on duration processing depending on whether
it is the focus of the duration judgment, or whether it is experienced concurrently in the
background. Results are discussed in the Scalar Expectancy Theory framework[4].
Eccleston, C., & Crombez, G. (1999). Pain demands attention: A cognitive–affective
model of the interruptive function of pain. Psychological Bulletin, 125(3), 356.
Moore DJ, Keogh E, Eccleston C. 2012. The interruptive effect of pain on attention The
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 65, 565-586
Ogden, R. S., Moore, D., Redfern, L., & McGlone, F. (2014). The effect of pain and the
anticipation of pain on temporal perception: A role for attention and
arousal. Cognition and Emotion, 29(5), 910-922.
Gibbon, J., Church, R. M., & Meck, W. H. (1984). Scalar timing in memory. Annals of
the New York Academy of sciences, 423(1), 52-77.
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Local information

London Accommodation
Below is a selection of London hotels, some of which are close to the venue. However these are not
recommendations, and you should check the website and prices before making your booking :
Hotel Name

Website

Booking Contact
Number

Albany Hotel
34 Tavistock Place

http://albanyhotelwc1.co.uk/

0207 837 9139

Alhambra Hotel
17-19 Argyle Street

http://www.alhambrahotel.com/

0207 837 9575

Arosfa Hotel
83 Gower Street

http://www.arosfalondon.com/

0207 636 2115

Avonmore Hotel
57 Cartwright Gardens

http://www.avonmorehotel.net/

0207 387 1939

Chester Hotel Victoria
27-29 Longmoore Street

http://www.chesterhotelvictoria.com/

0207 834 3791

Double Tree by Hilton
92 Southampton Row

http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/u 0207 242 2828
nited-kingdom/doubletree-by-hiltonhotel-london-west-end-LHRLBDI/

Fitzroy Hotel
41 Fitzroy Street

http://www.fitzroyhotel.net/index.php?page=contact

0207 387 7919

Grange Hotels
Various locations

http://www.grangehotels.com/hotelslondon/

0207 233 7888

Harlingford Hotel
61-63 Cartwright Gardens

http://www.harlingfordhotel.com/

0207 387 1551

Hotel Russell
1-8 Russell Square

http://www.hotelrusselllondon.co.uk/

0207 837 6470

Ibis London Euston
3 Cardington Street

http://www.ibis.com/gb/hotel-0921-ibis- 0207 304 7712
london-euston-st-pancras/

Mentone Hotel
54-56 Cartwright Gardens

http://www.mentonehotel.com/

0207 387 3927

Mercure London
Bloomsbury
130-134 Southampton Row

http://www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel8066-mercure-london-bloomsbury/

0207 833 3691

St Athans Hotel
20 Tavistock Place

https://www.stathanshotel.com/

0207 837 9140
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The Academy
Hotel 21 Gower

http://www.theacademyhotel.co.uk/

0207 631 4115

The George Hotel
58-60 Cartwright Gardens

http://www.georgehotels.co.uk/

0207 387 8777

The Wesley Euston
Hotel 81-103 Euston

http://www.thewesley.co.uk/

0207 380 0001

Thistle Bloomsbury
Park Hotel
126 Southampton Row

http://www.thistle.com/en/hotels/united_ 0871 376 9007
kingdom/london/bloomsbury_park/

Travelodge
Various

https://www.travelodge.co.uk/

08719 848484

See also dedicated hotel booking websites,
e.g. http://www.trivago.co.uk/
http://www.booking.com/hotels
https://www.expedia.co.uk/hotels
Travel
London is well served by transport links, both for travelling to and from London from the
UK, Europe and the wider world, and for getting round the city.
Full details of travel to UCL can be found at: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/maps/public-transport/
UCL campus map: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/maps/downloads/campus-map-2014.pdf
UCL in London: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/maps/downloads/ucl-central-london-2014.jpeg
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Conference Dinner
The conference dinner will be held on Thursday 5th January at 8:15pm in Pescatori, which is a
10-15 minute walk from the meeting rooms. The restaurant address is 57 Charlotte Street,
London, W1T 4PD.
This year in London, the menu, dinner bookings and payment will be exclusively online.
Payments must be made electronically using a credit or debit card (Paypal is not currently
supported). Please complete all required information to ensure your place and menu choices at the
dinner. Once booked, the system will generate an automatic receipt to your email address.
The standard dinner cost for EPS members is £32.00 this year. Please note that postgraduates can
book at a reduced fee of £16.00, but must provide evidence of their postgraduate status by
emailing a letter from their supervisor (or a direct email from the supervisor) to the London
organiser Patti Adank.
Please book your place here before 16 December: http://tinyurl.com/epslondonjan17
The portal will close after this date and we cannot accommodate late admissions this year. No cash
payments are possible.
PLEASE DO NOT SEND CHEQUES AS THESE CANNOT BE PROCESSED AND NO
PLACE AT THE DINNER CAN BE SECURED.



Places are limited and will be reserved on a first come/first served basis.
Please indicate if you have any dietary requirements in the text box on the form and the
restaurant will be informed.

Please contact Patti Adank (p.adank@ucl.ac.uk) with any questions or suggestions, but email UCL
online store if anything is unclear about the booking process (uclonlinestore@ucl.ac.uk).
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The Forty Fifth Bartlett Lecture


will be delivered by

Professor Andy Young
Department of Psychology
University of York

Faces, people and the brain




6.00pm, Thursday 5th January 2017
Lower Ground Floor Lecture
Theatre
University College London
26 Bedford Way
London, WC1H 0AP

The lecture will be open to the public
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Membership Proposal Form
(also available at: http://www.eps.ac.uk/index.php/applying-to-join)
Please use BLACK ink
Title:

Age:

First Name:
Last Name:
Full current professional address
Email
Telephone
Degrees
Date

Degree

Class

University

Experience
Dates

Post

Current research interests

Oral Papers delivered to EPS meetings, with dates (In the case of jointly authored papers, please indicate who spoke)

Publications (at least two examples of senior authored and peer reviewed: published articles, not “in press”)

Print copy of QJEP? (Please circle preference)

YES / NO

Signature of applicant
Date
In supporting this candidate , we are agreeing that the applicant has made independent contributions to the publications
cited above and merits membership of the Society
Proposer (print name)

Seconder (print name)

Signature

Signature
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EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for new members should be made using the form on the preceding page. Entries
should be made in clear black type, using one side of the form only.
All information should be included on the form, not on additional sheets.
Under "Publications", only articles that have appeared in print by the time of nomination, in peerreviewed psychological or cognate journals, should be listed. Because of space limitations, a
complete publication list is not required; up to two recent examples, where the nominee is single or
first author, are sufficient.
Applicants must be nominated by two EPS members.
These forms should be returned by 1st September to the EPS administrator: Sandra Harris,
Department of Psychology, Lancaster University, Lancaster, LA1 4YF.
CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
Soon after the closing date of 1st September, brief details of all candidates will be circulated to
members of the Society, who may request further information if they wish. The nomination
forms will be considered by the Committee, usually in October. The Committee will decide
whether each candidate is eligible for admission to Ordinary Membership, i.e. those candidates
who have:
a)
b)
c)

secured a PhD
published at least 2 independent accounts of their work in reputable, peerreviewed psychological journals, and
personally delivered an oral paper to the Society at one of the three EPS meetings held
each year.

Candidates who do not meet all these criteria can be considered only in exceptional
circumstances. Those who are resident outside Europe will be asked for assurance that they can
attend meetings reasonably often.
Any candidate not selected as eligible by the Committee will be informed of this and will be
advised whether he/she may again be proposed for membership in a future year and if so
subject to what conditions. The list of those selected as eligible will be put to the Annual
General Meeting in January for approval.
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EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
London meeting 4 – 6 January 2017
The programme for the London meeting is enclosed with this mailing. Details are enclosed for
booking the conference dinner at Pescatori, 57 Charlotte Street, London, W1T 4PD on Thursday
5th January at 8:15pm. If you wish to attend the dinner, please follow the instructions to make
your online booking.
N.B. All bookings should be made by the closing date of 16th December 2016. Some places at the
dinner are available to postgraduate students at half-price; bookings for these must be accompanied
by a letter from an EPS member confirming the student’s status.
The 69th Annual General Meeting will be held on Thursday 5th January at 5:00pm in the Lower
Ground Floor Lecture Theatre.
The programme also includes:
Thursday 5th January 6:00pm 45th Bartlett Lecture:
Faces, people and the brain
Professor Andy Young (University of York)
Thursday 5th January 9:00am Symposium:
Cognitive and neural mechanisms of action imitation
Organised by Dr Patti Adank
Thursday 5th January 1:30pm Symposium:
Issues in face and person recognition
Organised by Professor Mike Burton
Friday 6th January 9:30am Symposium:
Attention from every angle: A tribute to Glyn Humphreys
Organised by Professor Chris Olivers and Professor Dana Samson
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Annual General Meeting
The 69th Annual General Meeting will be held on Thursday 5th January 2017 at 5:00pm in the
Lower Ground Floor Lecture Theatre, Department of Cognitive, Perceptual & Brain Sciences, University
College London, 26 Bedford Way.
AGENDA
17/1

Minutes of the Business Meeting held at University of Oxford, on Saturday 9th July, 2016

17/2

Matters arising

17/3

Secretary’s Report
3.1 Annual Report of the Society
3.2 Grant increases
3.2.1

Increase to Small Grant limit from £2,500 to £3,500, effective 2017

3.2.2

Increase to Study Visits from £2,000 to £3,000, effective 2017

3.3 Grant eligibility changes (to be discussed)
17/4

Treasurer’s Report
4.1 Treasurer’s Report

17/5

QJEP Editor's Report
5.1 Editor’s Report

17/6

President’s Commendations for outstanding student presentation at an EPS meeting

17/7

Confirmation of Forty Sixth Bartlett Lecturer

17/8

Confirmation of Sixteenth EPS Mid–Career Award

17/9

Confirmation of Twenty Fifth EPS Prize Lecturer

17/10

Confirmation of Sixth Frith Prize winner

17/11

Election of Officers and Committee Members

17/12

Admission of Ordinary Members

17/13

Arrangements for future meetings
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17/14

Any other business

Date, time and place of next meeting
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Confirmation of Forty-Sixth Bartlett Lecturer
The Committee seeks approval for the following nomination:
Professor Stephen Monsell
Confirmation of Sixteenth EPS Mid-Career Award Lecturer
The Committee seeks approval for the following nomination:
Professor Neil Burgess
Confirmation of Twenty-Fifth EPS Prize Lecturer
The Committee seeks approval for the following nomination:
Professor Courtenay Norbury
Confirmation of Sixth Frith Prize winner
The Committee seeks approval for the following nomination:
Dr Rebecca Brewer
Election of Officers and Committee Members 2017
The Committee submits the following nominations:
Officers of the Society
President Elect

Professor Cecilia Heyes

The following officers of the Committee are eligible to remain for this coming year:
President

Professor Mike Burton

Hon Treasurer

Professor Patrick Haggard

Hon Secretary

Dr John Towse

OrdinaryCommittee Members (4 vacancies)
Ruth Filik
Jeremy Tree
Anna Weighall
Patti Adank has been co-opted onto the Committee for an additional year
Admission of Ordinary Members
89

Under Rule 7 the list of applicants for Ordinary Membership was earlier circulated
electronically. These applications were provisionally approved at the October Committee
meeting with one exception (in the case of an applicant who has yet to present to the Society).
Dr John Towse
Hon Secretary
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EXPERIMENTALPSYCHOLOGYSOCIETY
Minutes of July 2016 Business Meeting
A Business Meeting was held in the Mary Ogilvie theatre at St Anne’s College, Oxford on
Saturday 9th July, 2016, at 5:30pm.
There were 33 members present at the meeting
16/22

Minutes of the Business Meeting held at Durham University on 7th April 2016,
were agreed and approved. These had been included as part of the Oxford
programme.

16/23

Matters Arising

There were none to note.
16/24

Secretary’s Report

A brief report was presented, based on (a) development in assessing options for publishers for
QJEP (a future contract decision is required by the end of the year) (b) recognising the
achievement of the Society reaching its 70th anniversary and celebrating this at the meeting (c)
marking the anniversary by suggesting the EPS create an oral history archive from member
experiences. More generally, it was noted that we continue to work on creating a digital archive of
the Society, and have embarked on plans to audit the Society website.
16/25

Treasurer's Report

The Treasurer discussed the current financial position of the Society, and this remains healthy. The
Treasurer outlined the breakdown of balances across Society accounts. The income from the journal
continues to be key for the society, and will be an important indicator for the future. The Treasurer
noted the range of grant / support schemes available, and highlighted in particular the flexibility
within student visit schemes to support early career researchers, and the continued use of Grindley
Grants to support travel to meetings.
The meeting discussed the configuration of the small grant scheme also, and agreed to consider
whether to relax the restriction that grant are only available to UK based members, and whether to
make the scheme more open to retired members. The committee would be reflecting on the ideas and
points generated.
16/26

QJEP Editor’s Report
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The Editor continues to strike an optimistic tone in reporting to the meeting. Whilst we try
not to obsess over impact factors, it is reassuring that QJEP has an IF above 2. The society
maintains a healthy level of good submissions. We have an excellent line up of papers to
appear in future, with “Online First” allowing early access to many of these.
16/27

Arrangements for future meetings

The meeting recorded its thanks to the local organisers for having arranged an excellent meeting, a
large meeting run in parallel with SEPEX.
The Conference Secretary outlined the future meeting venues and plans for 2017.
16/28

Any Other Business

The committee brought a suggestion to the meeting for discussion. This involved the idea of
recognising / rewarding excellence in student presentations at meetings. It was recognised
that this would involve considerable thought and planning to make the process manageable
but also not so constrained as to be a box-ticking exercise. Members offered enthusiasm for
the proposal in principle as well as ideas for shaping the scheme. The committee agreed to
reflect on the meeting and consider developing a more formal proposal for a future member
meeting
Date, time and place of next meeting.
The next business meeting is to be held in London in January 2017, details to be confirmed.
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